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Bandits Pull $2,000 Job In Camilla Heights
No Money Sought
To Operate Pools
Commissioner Hunter Lane,
Jr., this week asked the Mem-
phis Park Commission to re-
open the city's swimming pool
on a desegregated basis, and
listed five reasons for making
the request.
In a letter addressed to Har-
ey C. Pierotti, chairman of the
Memphis Park Commission, Mr
Lane said he was making the
request at this point in the year,
because it is his understanding
that money for the pools' opera-
tion was not included in the.
1965 budget.
If the pools are not opened,
It will make the third year that
they have been closed. They
were shut down after the U.S.
Supreme Court ordered that all
recreational facilities in the city
be desegregated.
While the pools remain closed,
Commissioner Lane s a i d,
"There is a continuing risk of
life to those youngsters, both'
white and Negro, who are;
N. J. Parents
*Petition For
Better Schools
TRENTON, N. J. — (U P I) --
Three Orange parents groups
are expected to file charges
with the state commissioner of
education claiming the Orange
board of education is operating
-inadequate" and "segregated"
schools.
The petition will be filed here
by Herbert Tate, Newark at-
torney for the Nationt,1 Associa-
tion for the Advancement of
Colored People, (NAACP).
Beside the NAACP the peti-
tioners include the interim
School Parents Association and
the Orange FederaUon For Bet-
ter Schools.
Tate said that if no action is
taken by the stale the groups
will go to the federal courts on
he matter.1.
forced to use unsupervised and
potentially dangerous places to
swim because of the pool shut-
down. This concerns me more
than all the other reasons."
MORE REASONS
The other reasons he gave
were: younger children up
through grade six have already
experienced at least one year
in an interracial situation on a
day-to-day basis; almost all oth-
er public facilities and a num-
ber of private ones are open to
all; pools and equipment are
deteriorating because of disuse;
and the opening of the pools on
a desegregated basis would be
in keeping with the Supreme
Court's decision pertaining to
the parks.
He concluded his letter by
saying: "I think that Memphis
is fortunate to have experienced
the relatively happy relation-
ship between races which has
existed so far. This has hap-
pened for a number of reasons,
but most of all because of the
willingness on the part of re-
sponsible leadership of the
community to accept the fact
that racial discrimination, how-
ever abhorrent to some is not
morally justifiable, and that its
elimination should be brought a-
bout as soon as practically pos-
sible."
He asked that the necessary
steps to accomplish the pool o-
penings be done by summer-
time.
Premier Kosygin
To Visit India
NEW DELHI, India — (UPI)
—New Soviet Premier Alexei
N. Kosygin has accepted an in-
vitation to visit India, official
sources said.
The sources said Kosygin's
acceptance was conveyed by
Soviet charge d' affaires A.
Rodionov when he called on
Prime Minister Lal Bahadur
Shastri. The invitation had been
extended by Shastri.
Bruised Youth
Says Officers
Beat Him At HQ
Nineteen-year-old John Reed
f 122 Cedar said he thought he
was taking a routine ride to
Memphis Police Headquarters
last Sunday until the two offi-
cers put handcuffs on him and
asked him to get out.
."As I got out of Car No. 21,"
he said, "one of the officers
hit me in back of the head with
a stick, and the other said.
'You niggers think you are
smart because you have the
NAACP backing you.'
"While I was lying on the
ground, they started kicking me
shout the head and face. A cut
over my eye required several
stitches, as did two holes they
put in my head," he said.
Mr. Reed filed a formal com-
plaint about the treatment with
the Memphis branch of the
NAACP. His mother, Mrs. Emo-
gene Hunt, of 1032 N. Seventh
at,, had to escort him there,
because both of his eves were
closed from the swelling.
NOT DRINKING mother remained in John Gas-
The victim said that he and ton hospital on the critical list,
his wife had an argument, and unaware that death had nearly
that a friend of hers had be. wiped out the family.
come excited and called police, One week after Elie Porter,
who then arrested him after 35, and four of his sons, How-
conferring with the woman. ard Lee, 12; Larry, nine; Elie
He said he hadn't been drink- Jr., Seven; and Henry Joe,
ing, and that en route to police
headquartets the officers sim-
ply asked him his name and
age. He 'said-0e expected to be
charged only with disorderly
conduct.
' After he was beaten, he said
he was charged with resisting
arrest and assault and battery
and his bond set at $103. Un-
able to appear in City Court
on Monday, his appearance has
been set for next Moaday.
Mr. Reed said that it was the
first time he had trouble with
the officers, one of whom was
an "Officer Rogers," but that
he had some difficulty with an-
other pair who did not like the
way he talked to them.
"I was talking to them in as
civil a manner as possible,"
he said, "but they evidently did
not like it."
After being booked at the jail,
No dates were set for the he was carried to John Gas.
Kosygin visit, sources said, ton hospital for treatment.
Ash, and who called police af-
ter his uife and another neigh-
bor heard groans coming from
the bathroom, told the Tri-State
DEFENDER on Monday that
relatives had little hope that
Mrs. Porter would recover.
"At first she was able to nod
three, were found dead, and her head when someone asked
five days following the death of her if she knew them,"' he said,
Will Earl, 11, all six were trans- "but now she just closes her
ported to Mason in three am- eyes. She has not spoken since
Va. Negroes Plan Political Action
RICHMOND, Va. — (ANPI)—
The Crusade for Voters Com-
mittee of Virginia, an organiza-
tion founded recently by a
group of civil rights leaders
here, will devote its efforts to
strengthen the growing politic-
al power held by Virginia's Ne-
gro voters.
CVCV plans to provide a
state wide organization to dis-
seminate information on can.
diaates and .ssues of interest
to Negro voters, and to endorse
or oppose candidates on the
basis of their stand on civil
rights.
To bring about more partici-
pation by Negroes in political
party affairs, and to encourage
Negroes to run for elective of-
fices throughout the state, the
group will also undertake an
intensive voter registration
campaign, pointed toward the
gubernatorial election this
year. Chief obstacle to increas-
ing the number of registered
voters is the fact that Virgin-
ians must pay a poll tax to vote
in state and local elections.
Time For A Change
LOWESTOFT, England —
(UPI) — Times are changing
in Lowestoft. It has been de-
cided to replace the town's gas
lights with electric lights,
The Mysterious Death Of Sam Cooke
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(EDITOR'S NOTE: In the morning of I)ec. 11, 1964,
famed rock 'n' roll singer Sam Cooke was shot to death
by a lady motel manager who claimed he burst into
her room seeking a girl he had brought with him, but
who had fled from him, she was to say, after he ripped
off her clothes and disrobed himself. Almost immed-
iately on release of the news of Cooke's death and
its circumstances, his friends and fans began speculat-
ing that this was not the truth, though police accepted
the testimony of the other two principals in the killing;
his death was ruled justifiable homicide. Today, this
is one of the most sensational stories in the history of
how business. The mass of doubt established by
IlvCooke worshippers has made it a great mystery be-
sides. Penned by author, A. S. "Doc" Young, **The'
Mysterious Death of Sam Cooke" tells the gripping
story of one of America's most loved singing idols.)
...............••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
By A.. S. 'Doc' YOUNG
PART THREE
ICE News of singer Sam Cooke's
death hit Los Angeles, and the
nation, like a devastating catas-
trophe, lightning, earthquake or
flood, and, totally unexepected
G E
,L
6-1451
as it was, the aftermath of it
was at last as unpredictable
as it was predictable, if not
more so.
Obviously, someone called
Cooke's wife Barbara, and gave
her the news before police ar-
rived, and when they did, she
rushed out to their car to in-
quire hysterically:
"Is it true? IS IT TRUE?"
This much was surely predicta-
ble. What was most unpredic.
table was the unanimity with
which Cooke's supporteis, in-!
eluding legions of fans question-
ed the officially accepted ver-
sion of his death, the context
of super-humanity of ecclesias-1
ticality, in which they held him;
Rock-n-roller Sam Cooke sends 'em with his hit tunes in-
cluding 'My Cousin' during show in Comiskey Park this past
summer. Police were needed to keep fans away from en-
tertainer. Crowds swarmed into the field as he sang.
•
the sheer reverence of him
which dictated to their minds
that Sam Cooke simply could
not get involved this way,
could not die this way.
According to testimony, of
course he died in pursuit of
illicit of romance, chasing a fe-
male Euras:an stranger whom
he had taket to a Los Angeles
motel against her will; who had
fled at the lust opportunity,
that opportunity purportedly be-
ing his momentary retirement
to a restroom; after bursting
into the motel managei's of-
fice "in a terrible rage" ac-
cusing her of hiding his worn
an; charging her, forcing her
to grab a .22 caliber revolver
from a television set, to fire
at him, shoot him, three times
and then whip his head with a
board as he staggered to the
door of the room.
Cooke could not have died
this way, his worshippers said,
oecause he was too nice a guy;
he wasn't the kind of guy who
See COOKE, Page 2
3 hearses, carrying two bodies. arc
up for a sad journey to Mason, Tenn., for
the funeral and burial of Elie Porter, Sr..
and his five sons. The only survivor as of
Monday was the widow, Mrs. Mattie Lou-
ise Porter, who was in John Gaston hospi-
tal in critical condition. She Is unaware of
%hat has happened to other members of the
family. (MLR)
Father And Five Sons•
Are Burl In Mason
A 
•i 
A father and his five sons billancc!, for the funeral and she was found."
were buried at Mason, Tenn., burial. NEW HEATER
last Sunday afternoon while the Ed Johnson, who lives at 1709, The tragedy was discovered
on Sunday, Doc. 27. Mrs. Por-
ter and Will Earl were found
alive after carbon monoxide es-
caped fronara heater set up in
the rear of the house. Her bus-
hand and four of the boys were
discovered dead at the same
time.
A wake was held for the six
members of the family in Mem-
phis last Saturday night at R.
S. Lewis and Sons Funeral
home, and hundreds came by
to view the' bodies.
Mr. Lewis said the tragedy
recalled to his mind a similar
incident about three years ago
when he answered a call to a
house where a man and his wife
had been overcome by gas some
Ifour days earlier, and neighbors
called officers after an odor be.
gan to permeate the area.
SIMILAR INCIDENT
"The man's . body was in a
had state of decomposition," he
said, "but while we were wait-
ing for police to come, one of
our men said he thought he
had seen the woman's eye blink.
"We decided to take no chan-
ces, and rushed her to John
Gaston hospital. She was found
to be alive and later recovered.
"A couple of weeks ago," Mr.
Lewis said, "she came before
the Alcohol Licensing Commis-
sion to apply for a beer li-
cense."
Mr. Banks said that as soon
as the girls left the office, the
pair cable in, rushed behind the
counter in his office, pulled re-
volvers and announced that it
waa a hold-up. •
the ribs, and made me put up 
Rights Arrests"One of them poked me in
my hands," Mr. Banks said. "I.
had forty-five dollars in my
 No Barrier 
theshirt pocket, and one of IP
took that and my wallet, which
"While the tall one looked 
To Job Corpshad nothing in it."
through the drawers, the short-
er one told me to lie face down
on the bathroom floor while he
began fastening my hands and
feet behind me with half-inch'
Scotch tape.
"After the other one could
not find any money in the
drawers, his partner said, to
me, "If you don't show me
where that money is I'll blow
your brains out."
MONEY ONLY
Mr. Banks said the tall rob-
ber told him that he would not
be hurt, and that all they want-
ed was money. He then gave
the man's 'partner the combina-
tion to the safe.
The men cleaned it out and
then cautioned Mr Banks to
"stay in there until we tell you,
to come out."
"After I heard things get'
quiet, I pulled some of the tape
off and crawled into the outer
office and summoned the po-
lice," he said.
1999 Carver street.
Hitting at about 5 30 p.m.,
just after three children had
come in and paid the family's
rent, a tall and a short rob-
ber, with ski-type caps with on-
Pair Flee After
Grabbing Money
Two bold bandits "collected" While Mr. Banks was dialing,
the rent for the Castalia Heights his wife, using her key, came
apartments late last Saturday in and found him still half tied
up. The robbers locked the door
before leaving.
Police came and took finger-
prints, and tried to find the
afternoon and made off with
a haul estimated at about $2,000
according to George H. Banks,
manager of the housing devel- scent of. the robbers with the
opment with headquarters dogs, but were unable to trackat them.
TOOK CIIECKS, TOO
Mr. Thompson, who mat call-
ed by Mr. Banks after police
were summoned, said valuable
papers and company checks
Iv the eyes visible, came in and were among the loot, but the
held up the office operated by ,hold-up men would not he able
William R. Clark and company. m use them'
Dodd Thompson, Mr. Bank's' Before maying into a home
immediate superior, said that 
at 2434 Rozelle, Mr. and Mrs.
he believes that it was acci- l Banks lived in the other rooms
dental that the men robbed the in the apartment where the
office at the time so much was ,robbery took place last Satur-
in the safe day.
HAD REVOLVERS 
It was the first robbery to
occur since Mr. Banks began
managing the apartments about
12 years ago
On Monday, the robbers were
still at large.
WASHINGTON — (NPI)—R.
Sargent Striver, director, Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity,
declared emphatically that ar-
rests and convictions for par-
ticipation in peaceable civil
rights demonstrations will not
constitute a barrier to accep-
tance in the Job Corps.
Shriver issued this statement
of policy of the anti-poverty
program to NAACP Executive
Director Roy Wilkins.
lie noted th'at the Job Corps
"has no regulations" barring
recruitment of youths with po-
lice records.
"Under the selection and eli-
gibility criteria being develop-
ed, youths would not be barred
from participation in the Job
Corps because they had been
arrested and convicted for par-
ticipation in peaceable civil
rights demonstrations," he
wrote.
ROBBERY SCENE — Two bandits came
into this apartment It Saturday evening
and robbed George Banks. the manager of
lastalla Heights apartments, of $2,000 and
left him tied up. Saturday was rent day
for the persons occupying quarters in the
area. It was the first robbery staged there.
(MLR)
AN EVENING WITH GILBERT & SULLIVAN • • • •
ELLIS AUDITORIUM, JANUARY 31, 1965, 8 P.M.
•
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Cooke
Continued From Page .1
lion not to be taken lightly.
Ile was also a "pop" singer
of smooth voice snd no little
talent. Among the stars, he
would get himself involved in ranked above the middling
such seedy cirsunistances; he group, but he was no Sammy
was a religious man, the son Davis, Jr., or Nat (King) Cole,
of a minister, reared in the or Frank Sinatra, although
church; he was too high•class; there is no certain contention ramify said, "Was a swinging versifies anti, moreover, a Newhe was too gentle to indulge in that one of these days he would-lny, but he couldn't keen away .
-' York book publisher reportedly
a violent seete; he Wa3 too nice el have risen this high, for from those MS tramps." will pay her more than $100 000for scandal; he Was too gra Sam had a good mind, a fine This friend probably would've 'for "her" story.
cious, too good, too kind, too personality, and his ideas of been destroyed, if her name and
physically-small, even, to kick how to go about the seeking of her statement had been made After his death, Cooke's body
in a motel door, as the first real success in show business public at this time. For Cooke, was taken to People's Funeral
report of the tragedy claimed trancended those of the happens- a somewhat better than midd- Home on Central Ave. in Los
he did; too much in love with lance Successes, as witnessed:ling star, was accorded a tre- Angeles. The word was hardly
his wife to chase other women; by the fact that, already, helmendous degree of reverence out before people began storm-
too dedicated to the role of the had projected himelf into" the'M death that he did not corn- ing this mortuary. According to
loving father to seek illicit sex, ownership of recording and mu- mand in life. "it wasn't so reliable estimates, more than
He was, this trend of thought sic publishing companies, aside much the fact that he died, " 60,000 people, filing in double
argued, just too, too mt.ch to from his startling collection of one female fan said, "but the lines viewed Cooke's remains
be scandalized this way. tears and supposedly-paid-for, way in which he died. People
The aftermath of Sam Cooke's $100,000 near-Hollywood home.resented,it."
death was at once genuine in The aftermath of Sam Cooke's A Los Angeles family friend
its sorrow, its reverence, its death was mostly syrrnathetieSsupported this view when she,
solicitude its grief and ludi-
crous in its gross commerciali-
ty, its shameless curiosity, its
blatant showiness.
was being caught "unlucky" inirina Oswald, wife of the man
a sticky situation, the suggesswho assassinated President
than being that "most rren do John F. Kennedy, has received
It". e. seek outside sex. thousandos of dollars from
"There, but for th • Grace of
God," ths minority of men in American citizens and is now o-
bis class admitted. "thers go I." bout to enroll, so the story goes,
"Sam. a female friend of the in one of America's great uni-
in this mortuary before it was
Jet-flown to Chicago for his
first funeral.
Meanwhile, a group of young
Even the knowlecigeable con-isaocked, commented that at. Cook.: fans congregated in front
versations about it were eulo-ter breaking down when theiof the temporarily-closed Motel
gies complimentary obituaries, Police arrived. Cooke's wife,Illacienda and, in protest to his
Only the most objective re- Barbara, had seemingly been'unglamorous death, sang his
Sam Cooke, was in life, a porters were capable of noting "too busy with the details of his beat-knownsongs.
star. He was described as a that the circumstances of his death" to cry anymore, that The inquest was held five
rock 'n' roll singer and, in death, in the context of male people in his home did not ex- days after his death. The Coro.
these days of youth-dominated
record sales, that is a descrip-
behavior, weren't altogether u- emptily the traditional image of ner's Jury room was far too
nique, that his primary flaw grief, except to play his records small for the curious crowd
incessantly, It
-- 
was Mrs. C at turned out. Palice lines.
Cooke's sorrowful duty to re. were strained to a near-break-
claim the $15,000 Ferrari from ing point as they fought to keep
the parking area of the Motel, peace inside, the "lucky" ones
Hacienda. saw a rather cool and collected
But, there is no getting away almost "cold," Mrs. Franklin,
from this a sobbing tearful Mrs. Barbara
People consciously or un. Cooke; a matter-of-fact Mrs.
iconse:cusly, are drawn to scan-' Evelyn Card, the motel's own-
dal, and they react to it inter, who heard the killing of
way; that shook the naive. Ma-'Cooke over the telephone; and
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such sad-faced aides of the slug-
ed as J. W. Alexander and S.
R. Crane.
Outside, people including
singer Etta James, tip-toed to
get a view ci( the goings-on
through a window.
Once the inquest was over,
Cooke's body was flown to Chi-
cago for his first funeral. Why
two funerals? The reason giv-
en was that Cooke, born in Mis-
sissippi, reared and educated
in the Chicago area, had too
many reatives in the Midwest
for convenient attendance at
he Los Angeles funeral.
The body, reposing in a glass-
overd $5,000 beige lined, bronze
casket, was taken to the tk R.
Leak and Sons mortuary on,Cot-
tage Grove Ave., where soon,
thousands of the singer's fans
converged, creating traffic pro-
blems for miles around, break-
ing a plr.te-glass door in their
determination to enter, crushing
each other unmercifully in the
mad jam of humanity causing
a mortuary official to cry out,
"There are too many of them!"
The reality, or the category,
of Sam Cooke's stardom, his
vociferous and numerous fans
notwithstanding, was accurate-
ly established by the class of
performers who attended his fu-
nerals.
In Chicago, they included
members of his high school
classes and his early singing
group, the Highway Q. C. 's and
the Soul Stirrers, plus heavy-
weight champion Cassius Clay,
Bobby Blue Bland, Lou Rawls,
Arthur Lee Simpkins (A Classic-
ally talented singer who is not
well-known to the general pop.
illation), Johnny Morrissette, a
ed the decorum of the funeral
when he broke down and, ac-
cording to a family friend,
"started screaming," comic Itu-
dy Ray Moore and a cough" of
local disc jockeys.
The suddeness of 33-year-old
singer Sam Cooke's death, plus
the sensationalism of it, the
weird circumstances of it, the
resentment against it, forced
the asking of numerous ques-
tions by relatives, friends, and
fans which, up to now, haven't
been answered and, in all prob-
ability, never will he.
A basic thing about Cooke
was this: he had, up until his
death, forged a near-ecclesias-
tical image, or so his fans now
indicate; at the very least, he
was no frequent dabbler in pub-
lic scandal; he was a stranger
to the kind of downbeat publici-
ty one came to expect from a
Ray Charles or a Little Willie
John.
He possessed that quality, ap-
parently, which led most of the
people he met to conclude that
he was a clean man, a high-
class man, a nice man, and,
consequently, it shocked them
to hear he had died in dirt; they
refused to believe it was true.
And, being unbelievers, they for-
get numerous questions, sought
drive all the way from Holly-
wood to the Motel Hacienda in
South Los !Angeles? This is the
one, if not the only, question
which leaves me puzzled. The
Motel Hacienda is located some
Is miles from Martoni's in Hol-
lywood, from Hollywood, period.
Meanwhile, there were num-
would've accepted him. If he
were seeking a "more comfort-
able" motel in a Negro, or in-
tegrated, area, then it would
seem logical for him to drive
to the Washington-LaBrea Ave.
area, where clusters of motels
are to be found and consider-
able interracial romance is com-
mon.
This area was a short hop,
in Los Angeles terms, from Hol-
lywood. Travel to the Motel
Hacienda involved miles of
tedious travel via even the pri-
mary streets and it was no
merely simple matter via
via streets and freeways.
Any way you look at it, this
was going out of one's way for
a night of shacking up. More-
over, the Motel Hacienda was,
a dump compared to some of
the motels located on Figueroa
Street, in predominantly Negro
areas.
If Sam took the Harbor Free-
way that night, then he could've
selected any number of higher
class motels by leaving the
Freeway at Santa Barbara Ave.
Vernon, Slauson, Firestone, or
Manchester.
"I can't understand it," an
elderly member of Mt. sine
Baptist Church said. "He
would've been welcome in many
places where I couldn't even
set foot . . ."
Unless Lisa Boyer, the woman
rock 'n' roll singer who destroy-1Sam allegedly picked up in Hol-
ywood, knows the answer to
this question; unless Mrs. Ber-
tha Franklin knows the answer;
unless someone talks in Time,
we'll never know . . why a
wealthy entertainer picked one
of the crummiest of Los Angeles
motels in which to pursue illicit
love and, inadvertently, to die.
It could be, of course, that
Sam didn't know where he was,
that he was intoxicated, al-
though Miss Boyer was to say
she didn't believe he was drunk.
Many things could be possible.
If one uses one's imagination
then he might think that this
was a foggy night, if only
How Va. Bars
Those Mixed
Nuptials
RICIIMOND, Va. — (UPI) —
Here are the Virginia anti-mix-
ed marriage laws under consti-
tutional attack before a special
three-judge court here. They
provide in part:
—"It shall hereafter be un-
lawful for any white person in
this state to marry any save a
white person, or a person with
other answers, grrbbed at any, no other admixture of blood
and all, diversionary rumors,i than white and American !a-
like the straws so many dying. l5,.'
men supposedly have clutched
in efforts of survival through
the ages. 
' There is one question that in-
trigues me more than all
others, and that is: Why did
Sam Cooke, apparently weal-
thy, driving a $15,000 sports car,
take Lisa Boyer to one of the
cheapest motels in Los Ange-
les?
The other, most-frequently-
Swinging out with "Another
Saturday Night", Cooke com-
municates the big, big feeling
of having a pocket full of bread,
but nobody to spend it oss
a ske d, half dozen questions
about this tragedy are: Had
Sam Cooke known Lisa Boyer
before the night of their fateful
meeting in a Hollywood restau-
rant? Had he known Mrs. Ber-
tha Franklin, the motel man-
ager?
Were Lisa Boyer and Bertha
Franklin known to each other?
Was Sam carrying $7,000 in his
pockets when he left home on
that fateful evening? Were the
police deselect in their duty?
Was there "more" to Sam
Cooke's death than has been
told? The final question was, of
course, a composite of all the
others.
At this point, perhaps, one
point of explanation should be
made: Los Angeles, as a city,
cannot be fitted into the mould
which encompasses Chicago or
New York. In the latter two
cities, particularly in Chicago,
mysterious deaths occur fairly
frequently, and the forces that
cause them are strong in many
areas of life.
Had Sam Cooke disd "this
way" in Chicago or New York,
It wouldn't have been far-fetch
ed for the average John to think
he was in hock to gangsters or
loan sharks, that he was in some
way "set up." But, Los Angees
does not know, as a frequently
recurring episode, such things
The police department In Los
Angeles is more efficient than
many, the celebrity circulates
freely; and, unless he Is a
wrong° by nature, the star en-
tertainer in free to come and
go it. he pleases, to pick and
choose his associates. to live
"as good" a life as he is cap-
able of, race relations notwith-
standing. There Is no reason to
helizve, at least not now, that
Sam Cooke was Involved In any
devious doings stiggestIrg his
being set up as a "mark" for
extinction.
Big, why in the world did he
—"All marriages between a
white person and a colored per-
son shall be absolutely void
without any decree of divorce
or other legal process."
—Leaving state to "evade"
laws is a felony.
—One-to-five year prison term
for persons interracially mar
red,
Profs. Oppose
Bypasses Of
Integration
NEV ORLEANS —
The Louisiana Conference of
the American Association of
University Professors, meeting
here recently, adopted resolu-
tions opposing grants-in-aid to
white students to enable them
to escape attending integrated
schools.
The body, composed of all
white professor from the area,
held that the money used for
grants was being diverted from
areas where it was most need-
ed.
A like comment on the grant-
aid program, appeared in the
States Item, local daily, over
the signature of J. K. Howard.
He wrote:
"Grant-in-aid is like whiskey
and women — great, if you can
afford the expense. It may have
seemed like a good idea at the
time, but it is becoming pain-
fully obvious that we can't af-
ford it."
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Telling the sad tale of Frankie and Johnny's doomed ro-
mance, Cooke makes his audience feel the lyrics. Whether
spinning a tale of woe over a lost love or rejoicing over
the fact that "You Send Me" Cooke always carrie.: his
audience right along with him.
Sam Cooke (center) enjoys a joke with Cleo Lyles (left),
DEFENDER photographer, and other friends in a poet-
performance gag session. Cooke is remembered by close
friends as a congenial guy who was always willing to help
a friend in a spot. (DEFENDER photo by Cleo Lyles.)
momentarily, and that, in his
motorized wandering, Cooke
merely saw a sign — "Motel
Hacienda" — and had no knowl-
edge of the class of the place,
or, more accurately, the lack
of class of it. It is not unusual
for nights to be foggy in SAM
L. A. at this time of year. But,
to pursue this line, one must
be trying to cleanse Sam
Cooke's death of shame, and
it has to be a considerable
chore.
To buck the accepted testi-
mony of Lisa Boyer and Bertha
Franklin in a search of pro-Sam
Cooke answers to the remaining
questions isn't an easy chore
at the moment, for, be it re-
membered, they have been
cleared of duplicity not only by
their police - accepted testi-
mony, but also by lie-detector
tests and, all inclusively, the
Coroner's Jury
Rumors claim that S a m
Cooke and Lisa Boyer knew
each other prior to his fate-fill-
ed night; that he had frequent-
ed the Motel Hacienda before;
that Miss Boyer and Mrs.
Franklin knew each other and
were guilty of collusion prev-
iously; that Sam was carrying
$7,000 in his pockets on the
night of his death (Mrs. Cooke
though says he carried about
.$150; police found $IOS on him);
that the police, believing this
was a case of a Negro man in-
volved with a white woman,
failed to turn to completely in
their investigation of the case.
"The police were laughing so
hard when they found Sam's
body lying nearly nude and
heard the story of his death,"
one rumor claims, "that they
couldn't investigate the case
properly."
From far-away Chic a go,
FOR SALE
1954 CHEVROLET
Step-Van Truck.
Can be used for hauling
furniture & etc.
Good buy.
Call
JAckson 6-8397
Whittier Sengstacke, Sr.
ka, DA I SY
The
motion picture
of the year!
s •
•
Cooke's friend, Cassius Clay
Injected the race angle by
claiming that if this had been -
Frank Sinatra, police would've
been more efficient. There is a
rumor that the investigating of.
firers didn't know who Sam
Cooke was, although, quite
frankly, knotting who Sam
Cooke was wasn't tantamount to .
the creation of new circum•
stances surrounding his death.
And it was claimed by some
that the police admitted that
they didn't know that, as claim-
ed, Lisa Boyer had known Sam
Cooke before. But, then, what
about the lie-detector tests she it
and Mrs. Franklin are said to
have submitted to voluntarily
and passed?
This is, by all odds, a shoddy
story, encompassed by shoddy
circumstances. Beyond t h
realm of subjectivity, it does
not strain the imagination.
Truth, it has been said many
times, is stranger than fiction;
but the basic circumstances og
this case certainly don't strain
the boundaries of common oc-
currences.
The truth of the matter is
erous Hollywood motels which
some man, somewhere, loses his
life in a case of less sensational
infidelity. If Sam Cooke is to
be redeemed by extenuating
circumstances, by an unearth-
ing of new evidence, then . . .
that, every day the sun rises,
well, then, we'll know for sure:
truth is stranger than fiction.
What else Is there to be said?
AVON
Calling!
WANTED NOW
An Avon Representative
in your Neighborhood.
Be a part of the Wonder-
ful World of Cosmetics.
The World's Largest
Cosmetic Company
PHONE
275-4136 — 525-0200
272-2042
STARTS SAT. JAN. 9
ONE BIG WEEK!
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st NDAY SCHOOL PARTY - The Sunday School depart-
ment of the Christian Union Baptist church at 1286 E. Mc-
Lemore held its annual Christmas party during the holidays
and honored the pastor, Rev. J. 1). Jamerson. Hostesses for
the party held at the home of Mrs. Corinne Elrod of 1048
.0EFENDER
January through May will be artists, also will be on the col-
a busy five months on the cain-ilege's January calendar.
pus of LeMoyne College. !ENTRANCE TEST
The English department's awl An entrance examination for
nual lecture series will feature high school graduates desiring
John Weichsel, associate pro-Ito enroll as freshmen. at-- Le-
fessor of art at LeMoyne, ati Moyne at the beginning of the
10:30 A.M. Fridy, Jan: 8. He second semester will be given
will discuss "Abstraction and, at the college Saturday morn-
Non-Objectivity." ing, Jan. 9.
LeMoyne will be featured on
WKNO-TV's College News, Tues-
day, Jan. 12. 1
An art exhibit, spotlightingI
one of the nation's outstanding
Greenwood St, were Miss Zenophy Shaw and Mrs. Carolyn
Elrod. Gifts were presented by Miss Vera Brown. Members
of the planning committee were Mrs. Corinne Elrod and
Miss Vester Taylor. James Brown is superintendent of the
Sunday school. (Billy Duncan photo)
One Of 6 Americans Go Through
Life Without Seeing Dentist
But if the dental insurance ,
plans are the answer to the,
pain in the purse when taking
care of teeth, only the citizens
of two states have the greatest
chance to receive such -an an-
By PATRICIA MeCORMACK and has been documented by,tute, making note of the ne- swer.
NEW YORK - (UPI) -Dogs the U.S. Nationa1 health ,survey.lgleeted state of teeth among so 
"Two states account for 83
and cats go through a lifetime According to the survey re- 
many Americans, reports that per 1,cent of the persons coy-
' ---
the pain in tile pocketbook ered, although dental health in-port, children' under 15 aver-
without seeing a dentist. 'might have sordething to do suranee plans are presently in
laged 1.3 visits to the dentist. Surprisingly, one of 6 Ameri-, :with the dentist-shy complexes'operation in 30 states, the Dis-I
cans go through if,. the same' Despite recommendations hYlexhibited by so many. ltriet of Columbia and Puerto RI.
co."
The two stales: California and
New York.
An analysis of 26 group den-
tal insurance plans written by
cipated pain in the pocketbook of 15 had not seen a dentist. Government figures showlinsurance companies shows that
vi...en they get the bill for servi- Nearly (7 per cent of the that about as of June, 1964"the deductible - the amount
ces rendered. Topulation-all ages-had nev-iSome 1.3 million persons were which the, insured person must
But the picture of the neglect-Tr had a dental examination orlenrolled under comprehensive pay for coy Ted expenses be-
ad state of teeth among one-treatment. lgroup dental coverages - up fore benefits begin - ranges
sixth of the population exists- The Health Insurance Insti•I800,000 from 1960. Ifrom $25 to $26G.
It will be quiet on the campus
the last two weeks of January
with the exception of three
basketball games in Bruce Hall:
Dillard, Jan. 11; Miles, Jan.
ready has developed a machine',
Offers New that works, but he says much
Help For
The Blind
STANFORD, Cthf. - (UPI)
- Spurred by the lack of read-
ing material in Braille for his
blind daughter, a Stanford Uni-
versity professor is developing
a pocket-sized electronic device
that will enable blind people to
,the American Dental ,..ssocia- "Insurance coverage for den-
way. lion that every child's teeth be tai care if of fatly recent de.
No one knows whether the examined . by the age of three, velopment," the institute said.
pain in the dental chair keeps the survey showed that nearly But there are signs of increas-
them away more than the anti- half the children under the age Ing public demand for them."
Main Floor and First Balcony $5.90
3rd Balcony $2.50
Top Balcony $1.15
through their fingertips.
Dr. John Linvill, executive'
head of the university's electri-'
cal engineering department, al
Wife Preservers
Rub badly soiled spots on slipcov-
ers with thick suds, let stand 10 min-
utes and wash one large or two
small pieces per machine load.
labor and money are needed to
perfect it so it can be available
to any blind person.
l'. was his 12-year-old daugh-
ter, Candy, blind since the age
I of 2, who brought the need for
'such a device to his attention.
He noticed that the library of
works available in Braille was
small, so he began working on
a machine that could transfer
words from a printed page into
a form a blind person could feel
without the pain-taking transla-
tion time that Braille requires.
15, and Alabama A&M, Jan. 30.
Jan. 11.15 will be "dead
week," the week before first
semester final examinations.
The cops are scheduled for
Jan. 18.22.
BUSY FEBRUARY
The month of February will
feature Religious Emphasis
Week, Feb. 10-12; annual Alum-
ni Senday, Feb. 14.; Negro His-
tory Week, Feb. 17-19; lectures
by Dr. W. Tate Whitman of
Emory University, Feb. 18-19,
and a concert in Bruce Hall by
the celebrated folk singer and
balladeer, Leon Bibb, Feb. 22
Mrs. Velma McLemore, chair-
man of the college% English
department, ushers in March
with a lecture on "Little Latine
and Lesse Greeke." The lecture
is scheduled for March 5.
Career day at LeMoyne on
Mar. 12 will be coordinated by
Dr. Ralph Johnson, professor
of English. Dr. Clifton L. Hall
of Peabody College will be guest
lec:urer Mar. 25-26 for the Alma
C .Hanson Memorial Lectures.
SPRING FESTIVAL
The month of April will be
highlighted by the appearance
nual spring festival. Her con-
cert will be rendered in Bruce
Hall, April 26, starting at 10:30
in the morning. Dr. Juanita
Williamson- will speak April 9,
bringing to a close the English
department's series of lectures.
The annual Easter morning
services on campus April 18
also will be a highlight feature.
Dr. Dewey W. Grantham Jr.
of Vanderbilt will deliver two
lectures May 6-7, starting at 8
P.M. in the Hollis F. Price Li-
brary. The honors convocation
is scheduled for May 7 at 10:30
A.M. Annual meeting of the
college's General Alumni Asso-
ciation will be held May 29, fol-
lowed by baccalaureate services
May 30 and commencement on
May
yK3N1OW -TV will feature Le-
Moyne on two other occasions
during this period: Feb. 23 and
April 13
So, What's New?
Tarragon giblet gravy is good
with roast chicken. Cook Ye cup
of minced onion, 1 small clove
of garlic, minced, and a gener-
ous dash of dried, crushed tar-
ragon, in 2 tablespains of but-
ter or margarine until onion is
tender. Add 2 (101/2 ounce) cans
of giblet gravy, kit cup of light
clean, 2 tablespoons of dripp-
ings from the roasted chicken,
I and a generous dash of ca-
yenne pepper. Heat, stirring
occasionally. Makes enough for
read a regular printed page  of soprano Claudia Lindsay in 5 or 6 servings with 5 to 6
'concert during the college's an pound roasting chicken.TV
No Down
Payment
On New
ZENITH and
MOTOROLA Sets
Also Have
Several
Used Models.
AUTO LIABILITY $59.46
SPFC1AL RATES FOR
0:1E OWNERS 8 PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
SAVE UP TO 35';
iible Collision & Comprehensive . 569.00
Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for  $16.01
Fite Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for  625.52
'(Hospital Insurance, $15.00 per day with $300.00
• Surgery benefits, per month 
 $ 5.40
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
HOME VISITS DAY OR NIGHT
,
635 Mississippi Ave.
'trot Casualty Co.
Southern Motors Cadillac
LOW DOWN PAYMENT. . . 36 MONTHS TO PAY
Now Is The Time To Step Up To A Late Model Cadillac
'64 CADILLACS '63 CADILLACS
FLEITWOOD  .$5,300
51005 No. SM. Gold with beige leather interior, fun, equipped, factory air,
10,000 actual miles
SEDAN. $4,995
Stock N,,272. AL with white, fully equilthed including factory air, 11,000
iactual
•
COUPE DI. WILLI $4575
Stock No. 275, Light blue, blue .interior, fully *quipped, including factory air.
SEDAN DE • VILLE $4,575
Stock No. 314. Turquoise with matching inferior, fully equipped incl.:prig
factory air. OM owner, infra 'nee.
COUPE DE VILLE $4,97S
Stock No. 334. WIsite and black with black Interior, folly equipped, including
factory air. One owner, like flew.
CONVERTIELE i4,900
Steck No. 351. Beige with beiee top, matching loather interior, fully
ecleisified, including factory fir, 13,C(10 actual one owner miles.
SEDAN •  $4410
Stock No. 341. Solid white with dark blue inferior, fully equipped Including
factory •ir. On,. owner tradwin.
COUPE DE VILLE 55.100
Stock No. 321. Lime with belga leather interior, becks* seats, fully equipped,
including factory •lr. 13,000 actual miles.
'62 CADILLACS
FLEETWOOD 52,755
Stock No. 203. Solid black with beige interior. Fully equipped including
factory air, One own•r tred•-in.
FLEETWOOD S2,795
Stock No. 238. Solid black with black and white interior. Fully equipped
including f•ctory •rr. One owner, real nice.
SEDAN $2,790
Stock No. MY White with black and white irrt.ric,. Fully equiopeo includ-
ing f•cfory air. etre nice.
SEDAN DE VILLE $2  950
Stock No 218k Dark blue with matching interior. Fell, equipped including
factory air, Extr• nice.
SEDAN DE VILLE $3,100
Stock No 328. Solid white with black and while interior. Fully equipped
including factory air One owner, like new
COUPE $2.950
Stock No IPA Beige with white top, beige inttror Fully equipped includ•
in, factory air. Lor. mileage •nd erfr• nice
SEDAN $.I.990
Stock No. NI. Turquoi,e with matching interior, lolly equipper), Including
factory am. One•owner end reel nice.
SEDAN DI BIBLE 54.150
Stock No. 217. Mist blue with mulching interiors fully eqvipped Including
t•ctetry Stn. On• MOW,.
SEDAN $34911
Stock No. 312. lbw with matching intinier, telly sr:pipped hicludIng factory
air. On. owner.
CONVERTIBLE $4.200
Stock No. 3I;. Rod with block No, red tristtuir interior, fully equipped Includ-
ing factory air. One owner.
FLEETWOOD 54.350
'lock No. 323. Sky blue with matching interior, fully *mopped including
factory air. On. owner.
COUPE DE VILLE $4,150
Stock No. 336. Turquoite with matching Mistier, fully equippo0
lector/ •tr. On, Owner.
Cowie ru vu.se $4.150
Stock No. ia. Light green, beige Prather interior, fully equipped lecluding
factory air. low mileage.
FLEETWOJD $4,200
Stock No. 361. Dark blue with matching Interior, fully equipped including
factory air. Low intleacot.
'61 CADILLACS
SEDAN DE VILLE 52;750
Stock No. 211. Silver with black and white interior. Fully equipped Pawling
factory at, Ore Owner, Infra Pimp.
SEDAN DE VILLE , $2,700
Stock No. N1A. Solid black with black and white interior. Fully equipped
including factory air. Estra nice.
SEDAN DE VILLE $2,1100
Stock No. 332. Beige with matching Interior. Fully equipped including factory
air On• owner, low rnife•oe.
63 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE $2,7511
Stock No. )43A. Rod with white top, red leatherette interior, fully equipped in-
cluding factory air. n.000 actual One (Owner miles.
63 OLDSMOBILE "EC" 82,650 '56 FORD $571Stock No. 333A. 2400r hardtop. Blue with white top and blow leatherette interior. Stock No, 3521. Solid blue. Equipped with 4 cyl. engine, stenderd drive, radio,
cell, mthieeed including factory •ir, 11,000 actual One owner miles. 
. 
heater, and new whitewall tires. The ideel mood car.
22 Older Models to Select From4 ioFor complete information colt one of the following saivsriten: BOB SHORT-HOWARD MASSEY-FLOYD M0KEEMEN
-JERRY PIERCE or JOE McMINN, used cor manager.
Southern
341 UNION
Motors
526.8207 or 527
'under one, es
horns deioorieS
•ratk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons oi
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
REV. AND MRS. S. L.
Californian Assigned
To Coleman Chapel
DEFENDER 
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LBJ Promises
'Good Life' In
U.S. Indians Don't Want To
Integrate; Just Sovereignty
NEW YORK—(UPI)—"Hurry em up, Minneton-
i ' 
13at. We go quick to trading post to trade urn in this
Great Society-'
WASHINGTON, D.C. — SPE-
CIAL TO THE DEFENDER —
In din especially eloquent State
of The Union Message, Presi-
dent Lyndon Baines Johnson
vowed to black and white
America alike, that "a good
life for all" was one of his up-
permost goals.
The Chief Executive said
next six weeks, submit flies- swelling riches and surgingsages with "detailed proposals power.for national action in each of
"It will not be the gift ofthese areas.")
government or the ci eation ofThe President said: 
"We presidents.
must open opportunity to all 
"It will require of everyour people.
American, for many genera-Most Americans tonight en- lions, both faith in the destina-joy a good life. But far too tion and the foditude to makemany are still trapped in pov- the journey, the plight of the Indians todayerty, idleness and fear.. 
"Like freedom itself, it will partly as a result of the Negro society is growing."Let a just nation throw open always be claallenge and not Civil Rights Movement, Byler Almost 90 per cent of the In-to them the city' of 'prtiMise: fulfillment. 
' said. "But he (the Indian)l dians living on reservations —-a--"To tire elderly, by provid- "Tonight we accept that chal- doesn't want to be a part of thel there are more than 200 Indianmg hospital care under •Soclai lenge." and there is a strong Tribes and bands In the U.S.Security and by raising bene-
fit payments f0 those .strug-HIGGLNS- Sling to maintain the dignityr his transfer to deputy of their later years.
consultant to the governor on —"To t h e poor, through
Memphis
Minority affairs and chairman
of the Citizens Committee for
State Civic Improvement.
I Mrs. Higgins is a real estate
'broker and was active in club
and PTA affairs. She is a grad-
uate of Paris High school andThe Rev. S. L. Higgins, form-live committee of the NAAC:,, studied two years at Oakland
erly of the California Confer- served as secretary of the board CO college before entering an
graduating from the San Fran. ca, -through an immigrationence of the Christian Methodist of directors of the Men of To- 
risco School of Real Estate. I law based on the work a manchurch, has been .assigned to morrow, a business and prof-2s-, The newly assigned pastor is i can do and • not where he wasthe Coleman chapel CSIE'alinal Men's group, and was 'via graduate of the Denver pub- born. or how, he spells hischurch at 1154 Argyle ave. , the hoard of directors of th,4lic schools and holds a bachelor name."Rev. Higgins, who has min-, Urban League of the Bay areaof science degree from the Uni-istered in San Francisco, Oak-,and was district commissioner versify of Denver,land and Berkeley, is residing of the Boy Scouts of America. He has completed 'theologicaltemporarily with his wife an'rOTHER SERVICES ;studies at the Western Theolog-two children at 1053 N. Dun- The minister was also on the ical seminary and has malriell-lap. , hoard of management of t Is elated at the University of Utah,Mrs. Higgins served for three YMCA, secretary of the Coun-!Utah State university and San whereyears as secretary of the Oak- cil for Equal Opportunity of Francisco State college. of theland District Ministers Wives San Francisco County and a Rev. Higgins is a life member needsCouncil and was a member of member of the Council for Civic of the Metropolitan Men's Coun-1 Thethe Church School Commission unity. 
cil and belongs to Omega be:of the Berkeley-Albany Council Rev. Higgins served as a Phi fraternity. "We
resentment on the part of some
Indian leaders toward state-
ments by some Negro leaders
who do not properly understand
Indian affairs,' he said.
These leaders, with good in-
tentions, call for the closing
down of the reservations he
said, while this is the last thing
most Indians want.
Byler, a Chicago-born non-"The Great Society asks notthat the task of his administra-
,only how much, but how good; a number of advertisements visited reservations in Florida,
Indian Affairs, as he picked up,Indian who during the last yearlion is three-fold:
not only how to create wealth 
which burlesqued the Indian. North and South Dakota, Mon-
-To keep o u r economy but how to use it; not only how 
"As a living human being the tana, Arizona, New Mexico,
growing.
fast we are going, but where Indian has dropped out of the Alaska and Nebraska, says that
—To open for all Americans
we are headed, 
national conscience," he said. Indians do not want to be in.
the opportunities now enjoyed
"It proposes as the first test "The people who do know that tegrated.by most Americans; and for a nation: the quality of itsitte exists think of him chiefly "Sovereignty, not integration,
—To improve the quality of people. as a depressed person living in la. the key word for the Indian,"
life for all.
"This kind of society will not i extreme poverty on a reserva- he said. "One of the problems(He said he would, in the flower spoataneously from tion." is the attempt by most peopleOf the estimated 560,000 to to apply a national mode of600,000 full-blooded Indians in
the U.S. today, some 360,000 do
live on reservations — and
many in all kinds of squalid
conditions," he said. "But most
Indians don't want to get off the
reservation. They simply want
to improve their lot on it."
Attention has been focused on
l its people. We want to grow
and build and create, but we
doubling the War Against Pov-
erty this year.
—"To Negro Americans,
through enforcement of the
Civil Rights Law and elimina-
tion of barriers to the right to
vote.
—"To those in other lands
seeking the promise of Amen -
On the subject of "The Great
Society," he said:
"We are only at the begin-
ning of the road to the Great
Society.
"Ahead now is a summit
freedom from the wants
body can help fulfill the
of the spirit."
President then described
built this nation to serveof Churches, member of 'both the county and
Rev. Higgins, a community state Central Committees of thepastor, has been on the exeti-' GOP and was at the time of
NLRB Rulings Help
Negroes In Unions
' WASHINGTON — I I' —
The National Labor Relations
Board has handed down two
rulings this year which are con-
sidered "landmark cases" af-
fording Negro workers protec-
tion against discrimination by
labor unions.
The most recent decision was
handed down last week when
the NLRB ruled that a United
Rubber Workers Union in East
Gadsden, Ala., violated the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act's.
prohibitions against coercion
And discrimination when it de-
nied the grievance process to
its Negro members because of
their race.
The majority ruling required
the union to process the gtie•
vances of its Negro members.
The local union represents an
interracial bargaining unit at
the Goodyear Tire and Rubber
dant in East Gadsden.
"The NLRB ruling is of rna-
mficance in the efforts
of Negroes to get equal job op-
portunities," said Robert L.
Carter, NAACP general coun-
sel for the NAACP.
Carter coupled last week's
ruling with a decision handed
Gown earlier this year in Hous-
ton, Tex. In the Houston case,
the NLRB set the precedent
that it (-zit withdraw a union's
certification when it is proved
that the union prac:ices racial
segregation. Carter argued both
cases before the NLRB.
Last week's ruling was a 3-2
decision, with Boyd Leedom,
Gerald A.. Brown and Howard
Jenkins, only Negro member of
the Board, in the majority.
Leedom's term expires in a
few weeks, and civil rights
leaders are hoping that his re-
placement, to h named by
President Johnson, will be
equally pro-civil rights.
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want progress to be the serv-
ant and not the master o: man.
"We do hot intend to live —
in the midst of abundance —
isolated from neighbors and
nature, confined by blighted
cities and bleak suburbs stunt-
ed by a poverty of learning and
an emptiness of leisure.
heap big . .."
The advertiser didn't intend to be demeaning when
he wrote the sales pitch that began this way but whathe was actually doing, a leader
of Indian affairs says, was pok-
ing fun, unquittingly, at more
than half a million Americans
intent on getting away from
their image as people in feath-
ered headdresses.
"It comes as a surprise to
many people that there still is
an American Indian," said Wil-
liam Byler, executive director
of the Association on American
movement
thinking to a rather unique
group of people who want to
maintain their Indianees. The
Indians don't want to be as-
similated,"
Byler believes the Indian is'
"as bad off, if not worse off"
what the Great Society should
than be was 50 years ago and
the gap between the Indian and
subsist on government welfare
payments, Byler said. And the
average family income is 61.-
500, for families that often total
five or six persons.
In many cases, welfare Pay-
ments make up an Indian fam-
ily's entire income and, because
the welfare payments are more
or less fixed, the Indians can't
rise above their lot, he said.
The average level of education
for the reservation In ian is
five years, he said, and ith lit-
tle education or agricultural
know-how he cannot properly
work his land.
Pet Lions
BASILDON, England — (UPI)
— The Town Council has threat-
ened to tear down two cages in
which Bill Foyle keeps his pet
lions because they are "Un-
authorized Buildings."
Foyle said, "I will let them,
and they can take their, chances
with the lions."
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AND BEST WISHES IN THE YEAR AHEAD
A bright new year looms before us...and we
sincerely hope that it brings success to you
and your loved ones in every field of endeavor.
We are grateful for your kind patronage in the
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A Noble Act
On the muddy ruins of An-
tioch Baptist Church that was
burned, last October, at the
edge of a cotton field, in Rip-
ley, Miss., some Students from
Oberlin College in Ohio, are
shoveling mud and soggy ashes
from the cement foundation in
a magnificent effort ta rcbu;ki
this Negro house of worship.
These students who call
themselves "Carpenters for
Christmas" undertook this task
as a monument to their belief
in brotherhood. They have given
up their Christmas holidays in
order to devote the maximum
amount of their energy to this
project.
The old church. a frame
structure that had been remod-
eled last May, vJas burned Oct.
30 following a rally of the Free-
--"doso Democratic party, a poli-
tical group formed by Negroes.
No arrests were made. It was
one of dozens of Negro church-
es that went up in flame dur-
ing and since a summer of in-
tense civil rights activity.
The idea of rebuilding the
Negro church originated with
Dr. Paul Schmidt, acting head
of the department of philoso-
phy at Oberlin. He and his wife
helped to form the Oberlin Ac-
Free Assembly
If the First Amendment's
guarantee of freedom of speech
had been intended to protect
only the expression of; ideas
which meet with popular favor,
there would have been nolited
to enshrine that guarantee in
the Bill of Rights.
It was given a place of pri-
macy precisely because the ar-
chitects of the American politi-
cal system believed that dis-
sent, even of an inflammatory
sort, is indispensable to the po-
litical process.
The U.S. Supreme Court act-
ed in conformity with this be-
lief when it reversed the con-
victions of 187 Negroes convict-
ed of breach of the peace in
South Carolina because they
had marched and picketed in
protest against racial discrimi-
nation.
The protesting young people
had engaged in admittedly or-
derly march on the State House
grounds in Columbia, South
Carolina, carrying placards that
denounced segregation. When a
crowd of some 200 to 300 on-
lookers in the area.
the 1 lauthorities told the
Negroes they would be arrested
if they did not disperse within
15 minutes. The protesters ig-
nored the threat and were
thereby arrested.
Eight members of the Su-
preme Court joined in the re-
versal of the conviction be-
cause, as Mr. Justice Stewart
wrote. "It is clear to us that in
arresting, convicting, and pun-
ishing the petitioners under the
circumstances disclosed by this
record, South Carolina infring-
tion for Civil Rights Student
Group, which is sponsoring the
project.
The Antioch Baptist Chinch
was selected from a list s u b-
mitted by the Council of Fed-
erated Organizations. Funds
were raised by the Oberlin stu-
dent body. Students went with-
out an evening meal to give the
price of their dinners toward
the new church. Other funds
came from Thanksgiving do-
nation in Oberlin's churches and
from the college faculty.
This a grand, magnificent
gesture that deserves the plaud-
it of all those who believe in
fairness, and in an all-embrac-
ing concept of democracy. The
murders and bombings commit-
ted against the Negroes in Mis-
sissippi must have stirred the
conscience of decent white peo-
ple. In an effort to expiate the
sins of their elders, these young
white students are making per-
sonal sacrifices that will endear
them in the hearts of every de-
cent American—black or white.
It is just such positive gesture
of Christian consciousness that
may, in the end, bring about a
drastic change in both the atti-
tude and thinking of the South-
ern segregationist.
ed the petitioners' constitution-
ally protected rights of free
speech, free assembly, and hie-
dom to petition for redress of
their grievances."
Mr. Justice Clark dissented
on the ground that the demon-
stration created .a real threat
to publid safety and order, giv-
en the condition of "Spontan-
eous combustion in some South-
ern communities." The disper-
sal request by the constituted
authorities In this situation
seemed to Justice Clark entire-
ly "reasonable."
But one cannot help wonder-
ing why it would not have been
more "reasonable" to request
the hostile onlookers, or at least
the potential trouble-makers
among them, to leave the area.
The threat of violence came
from them, not from the peace-
ful pickets.
Citizens petitioning for re-
dress of grievances generally
reflect a minority view, often
an unpopular one. If they rep-
resented a prevailing opinion, -
they would not have to petition
for acceptance of it. No one can
doubt that a Negro protest
against segregation would en-
counter opposition in South
Carolina.
This is precisely why it must
be the duty of the law enforcing
agencies to protect the peti-
tioners, not inhibit them. If the
petitioning of the kind that
took place in Columbia were
forbidden, the avenues to peace-
ful political change would be fa-
tally foreclosed. And those con-
stitutional requirements so bas-
k to democratic freedom would
wither on the vine.
'He's Just Doing What You in the West Calf
Crystal-Boll Gazing'
By HARRY GOLDEN
What Is
Only
America
Happiness?
Sooner or later anyone who
breaks into print with any con-
sistency is bound to receive let-
ters from readers questing for
life's an and demanding
the application of a specific ex-
pertise.
I deal in nostalgia and senti-
mentality and I get letters from
people wanting to know what
happiness is. We all have our
problems and I have no inten-
tion of answering any questions
about happiness. Who knows?
Let me describe a typical let-
ter. Invariably it comes from a
fellow who is relatively well-
heeled. Invariably he tells me
his children are marvelous; all
have straight backs, well•shap-
ed heads. He has a nice wife
whom he loves. He went to a re-
spectable college from which he
graduated cum lauds.
So far, he seems well on. the
way to happiness, right? But
wait. Next comes an itemization
of all the possesions the family
owns. He owns a Jaguar con-
vertible and still has the '62 sta-
tion wagon. He has a mortgage
on a $40,000 split level and the
furniture is almost paid for.
But then. he asks reorically,
who owns home and furniture?
So why isn't he happy? Why
doesn't he have time to study
the little turtle and the little
turtle's world? Why can he
never find time to explain to
his children, all of them well-
behaved with straight backs and
well-shaped heads, that the
turtle is one of God's creatures
just as well.
Usually I send this chap a
 •••••••••••••••
letter thanking him for his good
wishes and that's about all.
The folks who write to tell
me things don't make them hap-
py are really writing to tell me
about the wonderful things.
Pride may not have a good
reputation among the pious, but
for all that it is a real emotion
and we know that happines is
nothing if not real emotion.
Anyone who wants happiness
must learn to settle.
Happiness is as abstract as
the world of the turtle. Or as
abstract as the world that might
have been if all the Republicans
hadn't split their tickets for
Lyndon B. Johnson. A Jaguar
convertible, a neat split-level, a
'62 station wagon with only
21,000 miles on it is not at all
abstract. It is material. No one
comes 'upon them by accident
as many suspect people come
upon happiness.
Let's see how the poet Carl
Sandburg answered the ques-
tion. He wrote a poem.
I asked professors who teach
the meaning of life to tell
me what is happiness.
And I went to the famous
executives who boss the
work of thousands of men.
They all shook their heads
and gave me a smile as
though I was trying to fool
with them.
And then on. Sunday after-
noon I wandered out along
the Desplaines River
And I saw a crowd of Hun-
garians under the trees with
their women and children
and a keg of beer and an
accordion.
Langston
Hughes
Married Santas
"I was in the doghouse last
week," said Simple. "I bought
a bottle of rum ahead of time
to spike the eggnog for the holi-
days, but I drunk it up before
ChriStmas. My w if e, Joyce,
were checking on Yuletime sup-
plies and found it not found.
She said, 'Where is that rum
I gave you $4.38 from my bud-
get to purchase last week to
flavor our eggnog?'
'I said, 'Baby, I regret to say
I drunk it up, .neaning to re-
place it, of course, but I plumb
forgot. Yes, I did.'
"Joyce said not a word. And
when my wife says not a word.
I know she is mad. Way later
that evening Joyce stated. 'You
are nothing but a lickertarian:
"That hurt me, because Joyce
knows I gave up licker when I
married her, and drinks nothing
but beer — except ocassionally.
I said; 'Joyce, baby, you know
Christmas is an occassion.'
"Joyce said, 'The week before
Christmas is not. You must have
drunk up that rum be fore it
hardly got put on the shelf. Scat
out of here and get some more
Jackie
Robinson
Says
A Bank That Is -aolor Blind
The other day, this writer
was part of an experience
which afforded a tremendous
sense of fulfillment and satis-
faction. For a few months, with
a group of associates, we have
been working to bring about the
establishment of a bank in the
Harlem community.
After many complications
and a lot of hard work on the
part of our team, we have open-
ed the Freedom National Bank.
It is the only bank in Harlem
which is interracially owned
and operated. It is also the only
bank in Harlem which is con-
trolled mainly by Nearoes.
The combination of these two
elements was a delicate one to
achieve.. As Negroes, constantly
contending for integration, we
did not want a jim-crow bank.
That meant we must have
white board members and of-
ficers as well as Negroes.
Yet. since we are interested
In the development of the com-
munity, we know that we must
sincerely work or the kind of
institution which would enjoy
the community's f u 11 confid-
ence.
That confidence would be
more quickly forthcoming if we
made it very clear that the Ne-
groes in the picture were not
simply 'fronts" for whites —
which, sadly, is so often the
case.
Then there was the question
of actual ownership—as reflect-
ed in the stockholders. We
wanted this bank to be a true
community bank. So we made
certain that no director or of-
ficer could buy such a large
block of stock that he would be
able to dictate policy. We didn't
want and wouldn't have a dicta-
tor — colored or white.
We were able to achieve all
these objectives and the open-
ing of our bank was held. As
chairman of the board and one
of the original sponsors, I want
to tell you that I got a true
thrill out of the way the people
in Harlem responded. .
Attendance at the opening
was heartening — that is, in
terms of numbers. But even
more encouraging was the ob-
vious pride which Harlemites,
young and old, seemed to take
in this enterprise.
Throughout t h e ceremonies,
as people came and went, I
heard, over and over again, re-
ferences to "our bank." This
demonstrated to all of us who
had worked to brihg it about
— with your own money.'
"I said, 'You know I put all
my money in our budget. Since
you keep the budget, lend me
some of my money back."
Joyce said, 'If I do, I will
_charge you interest.' But she re-
lented, and lent me five. This
time I only bought a small bot-
tle of rum, since I needed the
rest to add to what I had put
aside to purchase Joyce a pre-
sent. I mean a second present,
because I forgot to save the
sales slip with the first one I
bought her. And there is not
much use giving a woman a
Christmas present without giv-
ing her the sales slip with it.
Then she can take it right on
back to the store the day after
Christmas and exchange it for
something else. It is hard for a
married Santa Claus to ever
buy anything right for a wom-
an, especially something to
wear. Almost always it is the
wrong shade of color, else it do
not fit, or it is something she
dpes not need nohow. Seems
like a woman almost never
needs what a man picked out
to give her for a present.
"Of course, she will ah and
oh over it when it is just un-
wrappeh, especially if company
is present, and hug and kiss you
..hat our people take pride in
progressive steps in business;
that the establishment of an in-
stitution such as Freedom Na-
tional adds something to their
sense of "somebodiness."
William Hudgins, highly re-
spected business man in the com-
munity and President of Free-
dom National, thinks this way
also. Bill likes to say that Free-
dom National is a bank which
is "color Blind."
It is a bank which will make
no difference because of the
color of a customer. But we
think it is a bank which will
make a difference in the health
of Harlem.
Hudgins -has pledged that this
will be the one bank in the
community to which anyone
can come to discuss a problem
directly with the President.
In my humble opinion, Free-
dom National is not just another
local bank. It is symbolic of thc
determination of the Negro to
bc-ome an integral part of the
mainstream of o u r American
economy.
I believe this is the next step
the Negro must take — not only
in Harlem — but all over this
land. John Johnson, the pub-
lisher of EBONY, once observ-
ed that, if Negro capital got to-
gether to buy the Empire State
State Building, it would do Just
as much for the Negro image
as fifty years of civil rights acti-
vities.
We need to fight on the civil
right front, it is true. But it is
just as important for us to make
inroads on an economic level,
if we are to solve some of our
many problems. To do this, we
will need to exercise the maxi-
mum of faith in ourselves and
in each other.
I observed that some segment
of the daily press, in reporting
on the opening of Freedom Na-
tional, emphasized the negative.
One of the things they pointed
out was that another bank,
started some years ago in Har-
lem, had failed.
Failures of the past must not
be allowed to restrict confid-
ence in the future. Freedom Na-
tional will not fail if an enlight-
ened community, proud of its
ability to be able to close ranks
when closed ranks are needed,
simply get behind it.
If Freedom National succe-
eds, it will set an example
which may result in new banks
all over the country, — banks
which are color blind and banks
which have as resources, not
only their reserve funds, but
also the support of the masses
of the Negro people.
and say, 'Thank you, daddy!'
But way late in the evening
time, she will demand, 'Why
did you give me that? You
know I can't wear anything
pink.'
"You will say, 'But, baby, I
thought it were sky-blue you
do not like.'
"Your wife will say, 'Both of
those colors is for blondes, and
you know I am not a blonde.'
"You say, 'They sell blonde
wigs everyday in the store, su-
gar, and you could be blonde to-
morrow if you wanted to.' Ex-
cept that I would not dare state
such a thing to Joyce. Joyce is
African proud and wants no
part of being blonde — so I am
just imagining what I might
say if I was married to another
woman — to my first wife, Isa-
bel, for instance, whom I have
not seen in umpteen years. That
first wife of mine in Baltimore,
who were the wife of my youth-
hood, probably has six wigs by
now — I expect even a green
one. Isabell went in for notor-
iety. Also for spending a man's
money every which a sway both
for what she need and what she
did not need. Our first Christ-
mas together, me and my first
wife, I asked her what she
wanted for a present.
•
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NO TURNING BACK
Freedom Democratic Party official. Mrs.
Annie Devine addresses civil rights rally at
Antioch Baptist church in Ripley. Miss., in
the first meeting of the Negro church that
was burned too months ago. With the help
of a group of students from Oberlin College,
Ohio, the determined group have rebuilt the
church.
TENNESSEE
6 N, By ABE NcIBEE 
WOODS
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Whitte-
moore and Rev. and Mrs. Loyal
Piece were guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Clay Walker
Sunday for dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Welsey Thomas-
on from Dyersburg. Tenn. and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rubinson
from Toledo visited in the
homes of Mrs. lzola Robinson
and Mrs. Carey Walkers on
Sunday.
Norman Gauldin and family
from St. Louis, Mo. visited with
home people over the weekend.
Mrs. Izola Robinson had sev-
ers) people over for dinner on
Christmas day. Among them
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mos-
ely from Dyersburg, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Walker from
Ft. Iludson, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Wiggim, and Mrs.
Carey Walker
St. John No. 1 Baptist Church
Seld its regular Christmas serv-e on Christmas morning.
Rev. P. E. Coleman, pastor,
delivered a short sermon from
the Book of Jetemiah.
Rev. A. D. Whittemoore
preached at St. James C. P.
Church at 11 A.M. Collection
was $40.
Miss Eddie Woods and grand-
daughter Kim Lerane from
East Chicago are visiting with
relatives in Newbern this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowe
front Memphis, Tenn. were
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Deal Anderson for the
Christmas holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Woods,
Mrs. Alice Harris, and Miss Ed-
die Woods from East Chicago
visited in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Sunday with Mrs. Fannie Huff-
man, who has been very ill.
Rev. Piece, Bert Hassel, Mrs.
Maggie Flak, and Mrs. Mary
Brow went to Tiponville, Tenn.,
tunday afternoon for the ap-teciation of Rev. Ross.
The Scott family, -like 'many.
others, had visiting members
from all points to converge up-
on the old home place in New.
bern, Tenn. at Christmas time.
Ed Scott, Jr., better known as
Jack and three of his seven
daughters from California flew
on American Airlines Astro-Jet
from Los Angeles: Valerie,
from Los Angeles High; Gail,
from Mt. Vernon Jr. High; and
Pamala, the youngest, from Ar-
lington Heights Elementary.
Scott has been away from the
South for 18 years. during
which time he headed a re-
search group which has com-
pleted the development of a new
program designed to create a
new world of freedom and a
new image for the Negro and
America through economic co-
mration and self-development.
'Scott is back after all these
years to beg:n the establish.
ment of this program in the
South. He is confident that with.
In the next 10 years, with this
progress. the Negro will make
more progress than has been
made during the last 100 years
and th..t at She end of that
time, 1965 to 1975, the Negro,
by taking giant steps through
the New-Hope Plan, as the pro.
gram is called, will achieve full
emancipation.
Scott stales that he is now
looking for the most logical
glace to set up the Southern Re-
gional headquarters.
The Western Regional office
is being set up in Detroit and
plt.ns are being made to begin
in New York by early spring.
Persons interested in getting in
tin the ground floor of this pro.
ram may write to New Hope
Tenn., for the South; 4404 Don
Miguel Drive, Los Angeles,
Calif.. for the West. and Radio
VICHB, Inkster, Mich., c
Frank Seymour, for the North.
Those who are ready for such
a program now will be called
the Founding Families.
• • •
Emmet Scott, his wife Doro-
thy, and children Emmet, Jr.,
Raymond, Barry, Doris, Ann,
and Gayle, from Nashville. al-
so visited their mother, Mrs.
Mary Scott. Emmett is teach-
ing at Washington Jr. High
School in that city.
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Rev. J. F. Birchette, Jr., was
elected president of the Johnson
City and Washington County
Ministerial Association. He is
the first Negro to be elected
president of the Association,
which is integrated.
Rev. Birchette is pastor of
Thankful Baptist Church. He
has served as pastor of the
same church for 13 years.
The city schools were closed
for the Christmas season. Pre-
Christmas programs were ob-
served by the various churches.
Prof. and Mrs. Harold Thom-
as spent the Christmas holidays
with relatives in Cleveland and
Statville, N. C.
Mrs. G. R. Sherres spent the
Christmas holidays in Washing-
ton, D. C., with her husband
and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Wilson
and family were called to Win.
ton-Salem, N. C., on account
of the death of Mrs. Wilson's
brother, John Ilamilton, recent-
ly.
Christmas morning services
were held at Mount Olive
Church on Dec. 25. The message
for the occasion was delivered
by Rev. J. F. Birchette, Jr.
Rev. S. N. Rogers is pastor of
the same church.
* • •
Mrs. Pocahuntes Wyden died
Dec. 5 after being in declining
health for some time.
The final rites were held from
West Street Christian Church on
the afternoon of Dec. 9, with the
Rev. Ralph Wheeler officiating,
assisted by other individuals.
The deceased was a member
of the West Main Christian
Church. Her husband, the late
Rev. H. J. Wydert, was formerly
pastor of that church.
She is survived by four sons,
B. Talmadge Wyden, Clarence
J. Wyden, both of this city, Leon
L. Wyden of Detroit, and Alvin
J. Wyden of St. Paul, Minn.;
two brothers, Harry Green of
Detroit and Oaths Green of CM-
cinnati; two sisters. Miss Nell
Green of Paris. Tenn. and Mrs.
Juanita Green of Los Angeles,
Calif.; several grandchildren
and several nieces and
nephews.
J. D. Ledford Funeral Direc•
tor was in charge of the inter-
ment in West Lawn Cemetery.
Melvin Flack was principal
speaker during a program ren-
dered at Friendship Baptist
Church on the afternoon of
Dec. 6.
Mrs. Leona Simmons has
been indisposed.
Rev. H. E. Sander; and Rev.
J. B. Gines of Jonesboro Tenn.
conducted joint baptismal serv-
ives at Thankful Baptist Church
on the night of Dec. 6.
Rev. Sanders delivered thc
message for the occasion.
Langston High School Golden
Tigers basketball team defeated
the Douglas High School team
of Bristol, Vs. in a game played
here in the school gsm on the,
night of Dec. 8, by the score of
Foundation, Box 42, Newbern, 99 to 98.
The Langston High School
Golden Tigers basketball team
also defeated the Mels-n Merry
High School team of Jefferson
City, Tenn., 97-83, in a game
played there on the night of
Dec. 15. '
WAVERLY
By ALVIN GHOISTON
Sunday school and church
opened at the usual hour at
Salters Chapel A.M.E. Method-
ist Church, where Rev. W. F.
Scruggs is the pastor.
Huntington Basketball team
was defeated Dec. 9 at Porch-
Reed School in our city.
The Waverly girls defeated
the Huntington girls team, and
the Waverly boys basketball
team beat the Huntington team.
Mrs. Mary Cowen of Waverly
is in Rockford, Ill, to help wait
on her sister, Mrs. Pauline Riv-
ers. who is seriously ill.
On the sick list are Mrs.
Christine Johnson of Waverly;
Melvin Kelly of Waverly; Mrs.
Ruby Wells of Waverly, who has
been on the sick list but Is bet-
ter now; Mrs. Betty Rogers of
Waverly; Mrs. Pauline Rivers
of Rockford. Ill., formerly of
Waverly; and Sam Wells of
Johnsonville, Tenn.
LOUISIANA
HOLLY RIDGE
By PAULINE HARMON
Funeral services for the late
Brother Edd Thomas, who died
Dec. 13 at 10:20 a.m., were
held Sunday, Dec. 20, at the
,New Bethel Baptist Church at
Holly Ridge. Scripture was by
Rev, L. Mansfield.
Funeral oration was by Rev.
S. J. Scott.
Sims and Gundy handled
funeral arrangements. He is
survived by a son, a daughter,
grandchildren, great•grantchil-
dren, and his wife.
Mrs. Lillian Nash of Cali-
fornia is here on a visit.
On the sick list are Ulers
Brentson and Runs Burnes.
ILLINOIS
MOUND CITY
By . MITCHELL
The Sunday School Depart-
ment of the First Free Baptist
Church gave an inspirational
Thursday night program. Rev.
A. E. Mitchell is pastor.
Defender's Nationa News
DEFENDER
Zion Traveler Baptist Church
sad a Christmas program on
the 23rd. Rev. S. S. Patterson
is pastor,
Miss Connie Cohen, who
works in Springfield, spent
Christmas with her mother,
Mrs. Burtuce Cohen of 713
Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mc-
Kinney and family were Christ-
mas guests of her mother, Mrs.
Beatrice Forbes of 533 Main.
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
Mrs. Kathtin Johnson of Chi-
cago is visiting her daughter,
Flora, son, Jerecki, and her sis-
ters at 19th and Walnut.
I The Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
rority held its annual Christmas
dance Dec. 22 at the Cavalier
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. --Rassie Lewis
had a special holiday guest,
their daughter, Barbara Lewis,
of Detroit, Mich.
Stafford Taylor had as his
guests Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Trotter and sister of St. Louis.
Mrs. Sadie Washum and Car-
dye D. Jones motored to Pa-
ducah, Ky.
Miss Shoarn Hill of S.I.U. is
home for the holidays with her
family. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Roberson.
Mrs. Hattie Johnson is spend-
ing the holidays with her moth-
er end sister in Murphysboro,,
Joe. Williams and wife spent;
Christmas with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Williams.
Luther Dunne of Charleston,
Mo. is guest of his sister, Mrs.
Carrye D. Jones.
Ike E. Morrie, 63, died at the
St. Mary's hospital after an ex-
tended illness
Miss Vista Jones and brother
Ronald of Chicago are visiting
theIr grandmother, Catherine
Jones.
Mts.- Laverne Herron and son
spent Christmas in Chicago with
relatives.
On the sick list are Rev. J. D.
McKnight, Emma Jones, Lula
Rogers, Fannie Collins, and
Susie Simpson.
Miss Corrine Brown visited
her sister in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Wash-
un are the happy grandparents
of a child by their son, Peter
and his wife of Boston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Greg-
ory of Tyler, Texas, spent
Christmas with Mr. Gregory's
mother, Mn. Gertrude Green
and family.
Mrs. Lelia Simpson is a house
guest of Mrs. Mamie Jackson
and sister.
Mrs. Ruthie Thompson spent
two days in Champaign, Ill.,
visiting her son and daughter-
in-law.
Mrs. Katie Martin and Carrye
D. Jones will start to school
Jan. 4, taking in kindergarten.
Mrs. Ruth Ingram of Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Mary Harris and
sons Winston Jr., Larisdell. and
Van of Chicago were guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Erving.
• • • 
•
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GOODMAN
By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA
Last Sunday was regular
service day here at Goodman
Baptist Church,
Visitors attending the morn-
ing service were Miss Dorothy
McGrone of Jackson, John Un-
ger of Chicago, Mrs. Annie
Mae Toy of Gary. Ind., Pvt.
Horace Mabry and Mr. and
Mrs. James Hammond of Chi-
cago. Mrs. Hammond is the
sister of John F. McGee.
In the afternoon, the social
committee sponsored a beauti.
ful Christmas pageant and ex-
change of gifts. Miss Daisy
Redd is chairman of the com-
mittee,
Mrs. Willie Mae Buford of
Oxford, Miss., and sister Jim-
mie D. Tiggs of Durant spent
Christmas here with their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs, C. Garland.
BATESVILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
The mother of Mrs. Aline Les-
ter and Buddie James Aforner,
who has been ill for a year or
more, died last week. The fun-
eral was held at the New Hope
M. B. Church.
Mrs. Taylor. who once taught
at the South Panola High Schoo
in Batesville, died of cancer last
week at Oxford Hospital.
Her funeral was held at the
Mt. Zion M. B. Church at Sar
dis, Miss.
She was the wife of Deacon
Taylor of the Mt. Zion M. B
Church.
The Rev. G. B. Brown offici
sled.
Miss Billie Jean Rice went to
Memphis to join her husband
George Rice, who came for her
last Saturday night.
Mrs. 1.oruese Toloner, hus
band, and three children from
Sardis. Miss., were visitors in
the home of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fletcher Brassee, on
Christmas day.
Mrs. Georgia Mae Jones and
husband James spent Christmas
day and night with her parents,
Fletcher Brassee. They live in
Oxford, Miss.
Miss Florida Fox spent a few
hours in Oxford last Thursday
shopping and visiting with rela-
tives there.
Mrs. Mary E. Morgan spent a
couple of the Christmas MB
days with her children in Mem
phis, Archie and Cleveland Mor
gan and Billie Jesse Riche, who
recently moved there. She was
to return home on the fourth
Sunday.
The Bratchet Brothers from
Memphis wisited their parents,
Ceaser and Hazel Bratchet.
Mrs. Cleopatra Chatman via
ited her sister, Osia Henderson
and family. Osia had the mis-
fortune of losing one of her
grandchildren Christmas eve.
The child was buried at New
Hope C h urch Cemetery on
Christmas day.
ALABAMA
Toss Gas Bomb
At King Scene
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
SALEM, Ala.—Two white men were charged with
setting off a tear gas bomb in this cotton town, where'
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is launching his first in-
tegration drive of the new year.
Benjamin Grady Cobb, 21, and Delton -Lee Bic-
kerstaff, IS. were jailed on a
misdemeanor charge in connec-
tion with the incident.
ning was to address a mass
meeting In this segregation
stronghold to kick off a state-
wide voter registration drive.
The drive is the first tntegra.
tion project King has under-
taken since he won the Nobel
Peace Prize for his desegrega-
tion werk.
Selma public safety director
Wilson Baker, a newcomer to
his office, said Cobb and Sick-
erstaff admitted tossing a tear
gas cannister in the street in
a Negro residential district, but
could give no explanation for
their action
"We will tolerate no violence ]
In Selma and we are going to
enforce the law against anyone
interfering with any citizens
and all citizens of our city,"
Baker said.
Baker took office last Octet.
her, three months after the
city's racial trouble boded over
into an open clash between Po-
lice officers and Negroes.
Several Negroes and two
white newsmen woe injured in
the melee, which erupted last
July 5 when Negroes apparent-
ly became angered by the pres-
ence of deputies near a church
where a mass rally was held.
Some rock throwing started and
police waded in with tear gas
is superintendent; Miss Mary E.
Williams, M. C.; and Rev. R. G.
Williams, pastor.
The following students from
the various colleges spent the
holidays with their parents:
Miss Delores Ivey, Miss Carolyn
Alexander, Janie M. Robinson,
and Miss Laura Delores San-
ders of Tuskegee and James
Drawhorn of Knoxville.
Johnnie Terry Sr., Sgt. John-
nie Terry, Jr., his wife, and son
BESSEMER 'Ron of Detroit enjoyed the holi-
By G. W. IVEY 
ldays with Mrs La Verne Terry,
Morning worship at St. John
Independent Methodist Church
was conducted by the officers
and members. The sermon was
delivered by Rev. James Miller,
the grandson of the late Rev.
J. L. Miller, the founder of the
St. John Church.
The visiting audience included
the minister's wife and three
children; Mrs. Walker, the sis-
ter of the late Mrs. J. L. Miller;
Mrs. Victoria; and Mrs. Mary
Groom.
Music was rendered by the
No. 2 choir. Mrs Bernice Gray
is musician. Rev. R. G. Wit
Hams is pastor.
A wonderful Christmas pro-
gram was presented at the St.
John Independent Methodist
Church, Sunday evening, Dec.
20. at 7 p.m.
Sponsor and conductor of the
program was Mrs. Maggie Bar-
bee Brown, Mrs. Clara Williams
BACK TO LIBERIA
1,1berians are gradually moving ii,to posi-
tions that give them more and more re-
sponsibility for the operation of the school.
said John Baker, Jr. Baker has just com-
pleted a two-sear assignment as education-
al advisor to the Zorsor Rural Teacher
Training Institute. Liberia, West Africa. A
graduate of Alabama State College and
Michigan State University, Baker (left)
visited President I,. H. Foster before re.
turning to Zorzor for anothei two-year as-
signment. With the two is Baker's wife,
Frances, a native of Nashville, Tenn. Baker
is from Tuscaloosa, Ala. He was admis•
*Ions officer at Tuskegee Institute before
his first African assignment.
other relatives and their many
friends.
Mrs. Lola Pearl Hines of
Louisville, Ky., and Mrs. Willie
P. Penson of Long Island, N.Y.,
spent the holidays with their
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Drawhorn.
Mrs. Irene Kirk of Meridian,
Miss, enjoyed the holidays with
her sister and brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Chandler.
The 35th anniversary of Rev.
S. H. Ravizee was recently ob-
served at the New Zion Baptist
Church. Theme: "And He is the
head of the body, the Church
who is the beginning, the first
horn from the dead that in all
things he might have the pre-
eminence." Col. 1:18.
Annual message was deliv-
ered by Rev. H. M. Morton,
First Baptist, Roosevelt. Rev.
R. G. Williams of St. John was
alternate; Brother Frank Ed-
son, master of ceremony; and
Rev. S. H Ravizee, pastor.
Mrs. Annie Mae Hill is the
proud grandmother of a baby
girl, Veneta Faye, born to her
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Gouts-
by, at her home, 2312 Fairfax
Ave., Sunday, Dec. 13.
ADAMSVILLE
By CLIFF SUMMERVILLE
FuLeral services for Mrs.
Willie Wilson were held Sunday,
Dec. 20, at 1:30 P.M.
Rev. E. S Payne officiated.
Burial was in Glasgow Ceme-
tery.
The Rev, M. C. Vanhorn, pas-
tor of the Lively flope Baptist
Church, Pratt City, Ala., and
his congregation worshiped at
the Mt. Carmel C. M. E. Church
Sunday, Dec. 20.
Flying Mower
NEW YORK (UPI)—A Swed-
ish rotary mower which moves
on a quarter-inch cushion of
air will soon hit the U.S. mar-
ket, according to Merchandising
Week, McGraw•Hill publication.
The air-cushion principle, sim-
ilar to that used in swamp-ears,
enables easy maneuvering and
safe mowing. The low-olearance
prevents injury to fingers and
feet; with no discharge chute,
there is. little chance of flying
rocks.
and clubs
Foliewing the outburst Dallas
County Circuit Judge James
Hare issued an injunction
against mass meetings being
stagrd by such organizations as
King's Southern Christian Lea-
dership Conference (SCLC)
and ti,e Ku Kies Klan.
The order has bccn appealed
to a three judge federal panel
and Baker says it cannot be
enforced.
"This injunction is absolute-
ly in the hands of the Federal
Court," he said. "We have ab-
solutely no power or authority
to enforce it if we wanted to."
Ki ig met with SCLC officials
In Montgomery to complete de•
tails for the voter registration
drive. A spokesman said the
drive could last as long as six
months.
King was to address a rally
in connection with "Emancipa-
tion Proclamation Day" here.
A sou cc close to city offi-
cials said no trouble was anti-
cipated in connection with the
meeting and that King would
be ''ignored."
Hundreds of civil rights work-
ers were arrested here last
summer during voter registra•
lion demonstrations.
Dr. Ralph Abernathy, SCLC
treasurer, also was scheduled
to speak at the meeting at a
Negro church.
King, who won the 1864 No-
bel Peace Prize for his deseg-
regation accomplishments, has
said that the 1965 civil rights
campaigns would be centered
in Alabaina and Mississippi.
MARTIN LUTHER KING
How Va. Bars NATIONAL
Those Mixed
Nuptials Classified Ads
RICHMOND, Va. — (CPI) —
Here are the Virginia anti-mix-
ed marriage laws under consti
tutional attack before a special
three-judge court here They
provide in part:
—"It shall hereafter be un-
lawful for any white person in
this state to marry any save a
white person, or a person with
no other admixture of blood
than white and American In-
dian."
—"All marriages between a
white person and a colored per-
son shall be absolutely void
without any decree of divorce
or other legal process."
—Leaving state to "evade"
laws is a felony.
—One-to-five year prison term
for persons interracially mar
red,
—Person performing mar.
riage ceremony fined $200, "of
which-the informer shall have
half."
Joins Ga. Public
Health Group
ATLANTA — Dr. Hubert B.
Ross, associate professor of an-
thropology at Atlanta Universi-
ty, has been appointed a mem
ber of tne Scientific and Tech.
meal Advisory Committee (sub-
committee on Etiology and
Prevention) for the Mental Re-
tardation Planning Project of
the Georgia Department of
Public Health.
13—Corresponnence
Clubs
LONELY? BE if A ?Pr JOIN THE
American Club. Boa 767, Oar) Ind.
Bend for Infor. today.
LONELY? FIND LOVE. I ZOIMA NCE
marriage, Free names. photographs.
Dime Club, Box 127:1, Ocala 3.51.. 
30—Female Hely Wanted
MAIDS — N.Y. in 2115 seg. Tickets
sent. Jobs welting. M & M. Agcy. 210
Post Ave.. Westbury. N.Y.
32—Male & Female Help
Wanted
Printers Wanted
Linotype Operators
Proofreedlers
Floormen
Cnly experienced persons
should apply. Write:
Personnel Department
CHICAGO DEFENDER
t 100 S. MICHIGAr AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL-608111
SALESMEN
SALESWOMEN
Wanted to sell remit advertising Ia
the 114•rnottle merlon. We pay 25 Per
rent ens SO per vent contract sues.
nleslon on the dollar.
THIC ?VFW 1111-5 14 lit orrssiutn
238 8. M b.1.1.1Ni.11/61
kit %WHIM. TEN 18124:411
107—Rsal Estate For Sale
FOR KALE
flidann,o4 proporty, cordOnt In( of it unit
Masonry Motel. 4 *Ingle., 2 doubles.
Federate Itv quarter§ with 01 110*. 5
room fun house & 4 return turn. apt.
Nicety turn. YV's Gas heat. All cond.
nether In( . write P.O. Box 36, Sut-
ton. No brinks .
111—Suburban, Out-of-
Town Real Estate
Ins appointment was contain-
ed in a letter from Dr. Jonh 
rii,:e)titscx LT. lacecyl,,,o.cs. riT.daivii
D. Thompson, chairman of the; P••"1 On 6' 1"'""- ""w w1 " .S.' h tt". 'strips. H. 2. iWbItiel Neseirn. 1025
subcommittee on Etiology and N. 4400sn'tt St elsartystn, na
Prevention.
: SOCIETY
TIlh: SONG IS ENDED .. BUT THE MELODY LINGERS
. . . There will probably be many postludes to the accounts
of the happenings of the memorable Yule season, 1964, before
the final words are written. . .
UNIVERSAL LIFE LOUNGE was the setting for the gay
party hosted by the SKC Bridge Club)ers. ,A gay and exciting
orchestra provided the music which kept guests and members
busy dancing throughout the evening. Uniformed waiters kept
the coctail service moving . . . and the varied and tasty hors
d'ouevres which were very attractively prepared kept the
guests appetites well satisfied between moments of conversa-
tion and dancing.
SKC members circulated among their many guests all eve-
ning . . . with one among them, SKC member Majorie Ulen no-
ticeably absent . .. traveling that moment through Virginia, on
her way to Washington, D. C. Other members present were s
Mesdames Alma Booth, Gertrude Walker, Louise Davis, Har-
riet Davis, Harriet Walker, MiSdred Crawford, Juanita Arnold,
Charlesteen Miles, .Marian Pride and Julia Hopkins. Unable to
attend were club members Minnie Mae Woods and. Melba Bris-
Seine of the guests seen arriving were: Mr. and Mrs. Henry
White, Mrs. Caine Stevens, Miss Rosa A. Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Caffrey Batholomew, Miss Martha Flowers, Mr. and Mrs.
James Perrie, Los Angeles; Joseph Westbrook, Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Williams, Mr. and Mrs. John Outlaw, Jes5e Springer,
Mr. And Mrs. Floyd Campbell, and their houseguest, Mrs. Helen
Ware, New York City, Mrs. Jewel Hulbert, Miss Erma Laws,
Mrs. Ruby Gadison, Miss Mae Della Reeves, Mr. and Mrs. Tay-
lor Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Howard, Dr. and Mrs. Fred Riv-
efli, Mrs. Alice Helm, Mr. and Mrs. harles Tarpley, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Griffin, Mrs. Leo Iles, Mr. and Mrs. Charles lies, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. James Jones, Tay-
lor Hayes, Dr. W. 0. Speight, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Jack Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. Fleming Polk, Mr. and Mrs. Powers Thornton, Mr.
and Mrs.Jake Barber, Mr, and Mrs. Sam Qualls, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Humes, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Margie
McCoy, Mr. and rs. Anderson Bridges, Dr. and Mrs. H. If. John-
son, r, and Mrs. Horace Chandler, Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Danny,
Nashville, Dr. and Mrs. L. Seymour, St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Twigg, Jr. and many
more. , . .
IT WAS AULD LANG SYNE when friends of long standing
ton and Henry Jackson, Sr. In bottom photo, left, playing
"Scrabble," are Mrs. Maxine Weir, Mrs. Vaslid Harvey,
Miss Shady Parker and Michael Tompkins. Looking on are
Misses Halcyone and LaJean Martin. Play ing game of
"Rook" in bottom photo, right are seated from left, Mrs.
Valeria Montague, Mrs. Lillian Jones, Mrs. Vashti Montaguegathered at the lovely residence of Mrs. Opbelia Van Pelt who
party at the Martin home. Re-with Mrs. Bernice Harris were hostesses at an intimate gather-
ing in honor of Mrs. Ann Petite, former Memphian who has 
I Former Memphians I r Present  for the party werewere enjoyed. ,Seasonal Advicebeen visiting relatives and friends durin gthe Christmas season.
t I Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bulls, Mr. n TuxesThe ladies reminisced . . and engaged in party games . . . 1 and Mrs. Nelson Jackson, 0•enjoying the delicious food and cocktails so temptingly prepared. eted A M 
GAMES FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE — Guests at the Thelbert
Martin home at 2981 Yale Avenue concentrated on various
games as the New Year approached, and in top photos, from
left, concentrating on "Password," are Flenoid Aldridge,
Sr., Aubrey Tompkins, Sr., Walter Bulls, holding, Aubrey
Thompkins, Jr,, Nelson Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Haroll Ghols-
and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge, Mr.ILadies enjoying the occasion were Miss Martha Flowers, Mrs,-
and Mrs. Claude Jones, Mr. and
Arbura Gwin, Mrs. Muffed Franklin, Ms. Alma Holt, Mrs.
Bernice Barber, Mrs. Marian Pride, Mts. Eddie Rideout, Mrs. Ni,. and Mes. Aubrey 'Foul', Mr. Tompkins. also a grad- Mrs. McCann L. Reid and Mr. An Ski Boot
Gladys De Witt and Mrs Lorraine Brister kins and their son, Aubrey, Jr.. uate of LeNloyne, was a teacher and Mrs. Melvin Tompkins.
• • .
MR. AND MRS. JAMES MYLES, former Memphians visit- i
Mg here from Richmond, California, have been the inspiration I
for many gatherings. . . . They were honored at dinner last
•week by Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin T. Lewis, and Dr. J. J. Warr
in the charming Quinn Avenue residence of the Lewises. Mr. I
Myles, a retired postman joined with some of his former co-
workers and neighbors on this occasion is reminiscing of many i
of their mutual experiences ... and in comparing notes general-
ly. Needless to say it was a jolly occasion.
The menu . . . especially good, was served with wine. It t
consisted of breast of chicken, broccoli, corn pudding, pickled
Pears, tossed salad, hot rolls ... for dessert, Sherbert and cake. 
Sharing the occasion were
more, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bishop,
he, a childhood friend); Mrs.
Laura Thomas, Mrs. Mildred Warr
MRS. HELEN MILLER was honored by her fellow club
members, the Old Acquaintance Bridge Club during the holidays
with a Baby Shower in the pretty apartment of club member
Jacqueline Flowers, 3043 Nathan, decorated in Yuletide fashion,
highlighted by a beautiful floral centerpiece of delicate pink
roses and soft white mums with touehes of blue.
Members enjoyed a lively evening of games . . , light con-
versation . . . and enjoyed a tasty assortment of hors d'ouevres
and frappe. She received many lovely and useful gifts for the
new arrival, Christopher Louis Miller.
Members present were Mesdames Anna Oat k, LorettaCrutcher, Cleo Jones, Ann Lee. Lonnie Sargent, and Miss Rose
Long. Guests were Miss Imogene Stotts, Mrs. Effie Wooten, andMrs. Rutha Dell Pegues. Members unable to attend, Miss Yvonne
Hawkins, Mrs. Mamie Dillard, Miss Mettle Fugh.
Mrs. Miller. a former first grade teacher at Shannon SchriMis the wife of Louis Miller, member of the faculty at Father
Bertrand High School,
SPEAKING OF NEW ARRIVALS . . . Its a girl' . . forthe Russell Sugarmons . .. Monique Ariel, born December 31.1964 . . weighing all of seven pounds, eight and one quarter ,
ounces. This makes the family's third daughter. They also havea son, the eldest of the children.
• • •
THE BRANHAM AND HURD FAMILIES welcomed their
college men home for the holidays . . Charles Russell Bran-ham, son of Mrs. Charlesetta Branham arrived home from Reck- Iford College, Rockford. Ill., where he is a sophomore and pt.:is- Iident of his class for the second straight year. only to stay brief-ly for two days before taking a plane for California to visit r, -Wives and try a western Christmas this year. He returned Ne,Year's Eve however and joined i,eon Hurd Jr., son of Mr. andMrs, Leon Hurd, Sr., who was borne from Wilberforce where tie'is a junior. Both are graduates of Manassas High School. Both
are making outstanding records at their respective colleges.
MR. AND MRS. FRANK STANLEY of Louisville, Ky. wereguests of honor last week when their hosts, Atty. and Mrs. HoseaT. Lockard entertained in a gay fashion at an intimate gathering
of friends at their charming residence. Vivian . . a native
Memphian was asvery charming guest and very much the cen-
ter of attention as her old friends gathered abciut to compare
notes and bring each other up to date. She had many wonderful
experiences to relate as a result of having traveled with her hus-band who is publisher of the Louisville Defender. in Louisville,
and a veteran newspaper and public relations man.
They delighted the guests with slides of their trip to Barba-dos Islands where Mr. Stanley emit to cover the ceremonies at-
tending the opening of a nett 891/2 million dollar hospital thatfeatures 622 beds, and is staffed by 75 medical doctors, approxi-
mately 90 registered nurses all natives of the islands. Highlight
of the occasion was the visit of Prince Philip of Great Britain
who was the main speaker. Other film of happy moments were
included in the exhibition which the Stanleys showed giving
much enjoyment to everyone.
Among the guests present wer: Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Wal-ker and her ,sister, Miss Lucille Ish, Chicago and brother, and
wife Mr. and Mrs. J. G. fah of Rockford, Ill. Mrs. Johnetta Ho-
rsy, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Booth, Miss arilyn E. Watkins Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Whaluin, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe McWilliams,
Mr. and Mrs. William Fitzgerald, iss Helen Shelby, Mr, and
Mrs, Thomas Hayes, Taylor Hayes, Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seeing, Mrs. Loretta Kateo, Mrs. Elves-
line Guy, Mrs. Emiliett Simon, Dr. Theron Northcross, Atty, Ben
Jones. and Mrs. Charles Etta Branham.
of New Haven. Conn., were the
guests of honor at a New )(oar's
eve party given by her sister,
WS. Thelbert Martin of 2981
Yale ave.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Tompkins
are teachers in the public
school system of New Haven.
and former teachers in this
area.
Mrs. Tompkins, who' is the
former Miss Lillian Parker, is
a LeMoyne college graduate Ind
former member of the faculty
of Carver High school.
artins
at Marked Tree. Ark., before' Also Mrs. Vashti Harvey,
entering the service. He served Miss Anita Coburn, Mrs. Mar-
in the Army in the New Eng. garet Blanchard, Mrs. Maxine
land area and moved to New Weir, Mrs. Arnett Montague,
haven after leaving the serv- Mrs. Bernice Washington, Mrs.
ice. Marva Wilson, Mrs. Elizabeth
The Tompkins' brought their Sherman, Mrs. Lois Pointer,
18-month-old son, Aubrey Jr.. to Rev. William Suggs and Henry
Memphis for his first introduc-•Jackson, Sr.
lion to other members of the, Others were Misses LaJean,
family for the holidays. lialcyone and Althes Martin,
THE GUESTS
; Party games such as rook,
password and scrabble were en•
'joyed by guests attending the
HOLIDAY GUESTS ... Atty. and Mrs,. Ho-
sea L. Lockard were hosts to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Stanley of Louisville, Ky. at their
charming residence on La Paloma during
the holidays. They were pictured here dur-
ing an informal party when they entertained
aria 101116.4011
THE BLUFF CITY EDI ( STION SECRE-
TAMES AS.SOCIATION held a Christmas
party at the residence of Mrs. Larcenia
Cain, 1263 Effie Road. Members shown a•
hove are: (141 Mrs. Mary Seymour, sec'y.
Patricia Tucker, Trevious Tuck-
er, Edith and Shirlyn Bulls, Miss
Minnie Tompkins and Charles
Folson.
at a an intimate gathering of a few friends
for the popular couple. Mrs. Stanley, the
former Vivian Cummings, is a native Mem-
phian and a former social case worker in
the Bluff City. Mr. Stanley is publisher of
the I.ouisville Defender. (Withers Photo)
Mrs. Gladys F.. Jennings, pres., Mrs. Ber-
nice Rogers, Mrs, Minnie Robinson, salary
chrmn., Mrs. Mamie Jones, membership
Chrmn., Mrs. Odessa Reed, and Mrs. Ro-
wena Stephens. (Withers Photo
NEW YORK — (UPI) — This
is the height of the social sea
son and the time for dinner
jackets. And it's the start of
the skiing season. So herewith
a few pointers orr the care and
feeding of (at dinner jackets
and (b) ski boots.
The dinner jacket, or tuxe-
do, should be kept in a neat
plastic bag together with vest,
tie, jewelry and shirt close by
or hung with it, ready to bel
donned.
A good wishbone hanger is
the starting point since it fills
in the shoulders of the coat
and allows the garmet to hang
without wrinkles or fold s .
Trousers should be hung so
they can be taken off the han.
ger and donned without the
need for re-pressing.
The vest, or cummerbund,
can be hung with the tuxedo
with the clip bow tie clipped
right to the vest, or a self-tying
tie hung flat with the trousers.
Studs, links and laundered
shirt should be kept in one han-
dy spot with black socks and
suspenders.
After wearing, the tuxedo
should be hung up at once but
not placed in a closet—it should
air out overnight.
Next day you can check it
and send it to a cleaner if ne-
cessary. If nothing is wrong, I
brush it neatly to remove lint
and return it to the plastic bag.
A few meth nuggets or crys-
tals placed in the bottom of
the bag, winter and summer,
gives a clean fresh aroma if
you don': use too much.
Shirts shouldbe laundered at
once.
SKI BOOT CARE
All those tips are from Milli-
cent Prince, who was a long-
time fashion expert with After
Six Formals.
By coicidence, After Six
makes something called an Au-
tomatic Shoe-In which is a
combination shoe tree and shoe
rack and is great for ski boots
as well as ordinary shoes.
Which brings up the care of
ski boots themselves.
Shoe experts at Johnson's
Wax have the following advice:
Moisture that gets between
the layers of leather that make
up the soles can cause the soles
to curl up at the toes.
Several applications of past
shoe polish applied to the edges
of the soles and worked in
thoroughly will reduce moisture
Penetration.
Neatsfoot or other oils or
saddle soap should not be used
on uppers because they tend to
soften the leather.
The uppers must remain firm
enough to provide ankle sup.
port and only flexible enough to
prevent cracking and to he
comfortr hie.
Boots should be polished of-
I ten, usually after every ski out-
!mg. Paste shoe polish is rec
' ommended because it not only
enhances the appearance of the
boots but makes the leather
water repellent
It also helps protect the boots
from scuffing because the was,
not the leather. absorbs the
abrasion.
and Mrs. Bernice Strong. Standing in rear same order, are
Claude Jones, Miss Ilalcyone Martin, Mrs. McCann L. Reid,
and Mr. Ried. Candid photographs were made by Mrs..
Elizabeth Martin.
In a Wig Warn
Wig, Natural
Human Hair
The Elegant
Touch of
Beautiful
styling to v,
the Pleasing 1
Way of the
Customers.
Is the Wish
V Each
Sale Made
Phone Your Information on Credit,
Ahead at Time, And Pickup Your Wig
on Arrival.
Our Business is Promptly
Satilying the Customer
.C„„.
! This Coupon Is Good For '5" Off
1 On Any Wig Purchased During
January
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Humboldt News
HOLIDAY VISITORS
Friends and relatives gathered during the holiday season
adji with varied expressions of the Christmas spirit were able
Allihjoy the occasion to the highest.
Visitors and their hosts included Mrs. MYRTLE LAW.
RENCE of Topeka, Kansas, with Mr. and Mrs. JAMES PIER-
SON; Mrs. LENA PROCTOR of New York City, here to see
her sister, Mrs. EMMA TAYLOR; Miss PATRICIA DONALD
of LaGrange, Tenn., here to visit relatives, the HOWARD NES-
EITTS.
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID DOYLE were here from Joliet, Ill.,
to see relatives in the nearby areas; Miss DIANNE REED
visited her relatives, the Quiner Butlers, on Tenth avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. JOHNNIE WALK, children of Mr. and Mrs.
.f. H. STOKELEY, and Mr. and Mrs. JOHN ISOM, niece and
nephew of the Stokeleys, were with them for the holidays; the
Gentry girls, ANN and DOROTHY, home with parents and
Arlene for the holidays. Ann came from St. Louis, Mo., where
she is taking nurse training, and Dorothy came from Lane
college.
The M. H. BURNETTS left town for the holidays, the pas-
tor to St. Louis, and Mrs. Burnett and Brenda to Milwaukee.
Mrs. IDA BELL LOCKE was in Nashville to visit the ROBERT
I.00KES. Mrs. ELIZABETH BALLARD was a guest of the
._;;;Ar LEWIS family in Chattanooga.
igh;The Loyal Friendship club began the new year with its
Waal party on New Year's eve in the home of Miss GENEVA
NESI3ITT on Twelfth avenue.
The club president, Mrs. MOSIE MAE FULLER, and mem-
bers greeted their guests at the door, and from then on every-
one had fun playing fascinating games.
A delicious menu was served buffet style. Although Miss
Nesbitt, the hostess, suffered some burns during the holidays,
she was about the place with her usual sweet self.
Guests departed after gifts were exchanged, saying, "A
lovely party."
HOME WITH MATES
Two of Humboldt's young people, who although living else-
where now, came home with their brides to showers held for
them. l'elcDAVID LACEY and his bride were entertained in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. BOATRIGHT. They received many
gifts and greeted friends.
OBADIAH CLAYBROOK and his bride were given a show-
er and reception in the home of his sister and brother Mr.
and Mrs. CALVIN FARMER, with Mesdames INEZ BRYSON
and MARY FREEMAN as co-hostesses. There they received
many gifts and met friends. Accounts of both marriages will
appear in this paper at a later date. Watch for them.
FENNER FUNERAL
Rev. and Mrs. MATIIIS and many friends of the FENNERS
riCyersburg motored to the funeral of Rev. J. II. FENNER,
IV" the president of the Missirsippi Valley Association and
the regional president of the western division of the Tennessee
B. M. and E. Convention. Ile was strong in his convictions re-
garding education and missions, and this section as well as
others will miss his leadership. Our sympathy goes out to the ,
wife and family.
The Nu Sigma Chapter of the Sigma Gamma Rho sorority,
treated some members of the Pfnlos group with a luncheon
at the- Downtowner in Jackson. Those enjoying the hospitality
were: Mesdames LENA BELL REID, REBECCA NEWHOUSE
and MARY COLEMAN. Mrs. ALBERTA JAMISON is president
of the sorority.
The VANCES enjoyed a New Years' dinner with the JOHN
II. MATHIS family, and delightful it was, with a strengthening
fellowship.
Jackson Deltas To
Present Pianist
In observance of the founding
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Be Chi and the Jackson
. inae chapters in Jackson,
T essee will present Miss
Barbara Ann Jones of St. Louis,
Mo. in a piano recital.
The program will be present:
ed next Sunday afternoon at
i3:30 p.m. n the Lane college'
chapel.
Miss Jones, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones, be-
gan her piano lessons at the
age of seven and won second
place in a city-wide music con-
cert at the age of ten.
Under the Mot-ship of Mrs
Alleda Ward Wells, she has
achieved as an international
Member of the National Guild
of Piano Teachers and received
her five year pin in 190 She
;Nee
• it.`311.
.•
e
1F AI:
BABY SHOWER . . . Members of the Old Acquaintance
Bridge Club honored club member Ilelen Miller during the
holidays with a baby shower celebrating the arrival of
Christopher Louis Miller. Members are shown just before
presenting gifts to the honoree. They are (14) Mrs. Cleo
Jones, secretary; Mrs. Ann Lee, reporter; Miss Rose Long,
also received "A" ratin:t in the
Biennial Piano Recording ses-
sions sponsored by the Guild.
Presently, Miss Jones is a
junior at Harris Teacher's Col-
lege where she reigns as "Miss
Harris Campus Queen." an
honor she received by popular
vote of the student body. She
is a Delta Sigma Theta sorer
and holds membership in the
Sigma Tau Delta Honorary Eng-
lish Fraternity, the Los Par-
rquitos Spanish Club and is also
reigning Omega Sweetheart.
She is a student teacher at the
Alleda Ward Wells Music Studio,'
As in the past, the "Woman
of the Year" will be presented.
The honoree is chosen from
nominees of women who have
given outstanding service to
the community, both civicly and
religiously.
THE GAY LADIES SOCIAL CLUB entertained during the
Christmas holidays at the Four Way Grill. The members are
shown above with their guests, left to right: Mrs. Dorothy
Hines Quenton Carter, Mrs. Christine Randolph, Mrs, Gra-
- - 
-
,•••
•
president; Mrs. Loretta Crutcher, Mrs. Anna Clark, treasur-
er; Miss Jacqueline Flowers, Mrs, Lonnie Sargent; and seat-
ed Mrs. Louis II. Miller, honoree. Members not shown:
Yvonne Hawkins, vice-pres.; Miss Mollie Fugh, and Mrs.
Mamie Dillard. (Withers Photo)
cie Anderson, Mrs. Effie Butler, Mrs. Ellen Rwshing, Elson
Herson, Mrs. Eleen Williams, Mrs. Mrs. Thomas: Willie
Thomas, Mrs. Connie Miller, and Mrs. Mattie Faulkner.
House Sts Miss/. Five
in Stormy Opening Meet
By CLIFF SESSIONS
;
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) —,
The House voted to seat Mis- .
sissippi's embattled live del-lre lip;
resolution to seat the- Missis- force special elections for the Doorman Robert Williamsonmembers-elect. Ile said,
'
posts now held by Williams said Lloyd "shoved me back.
ge.
egates until a committee can 
eyd e ncthi allsl e nwgeer e , 
to 
or thdeei r
nd Abernethy. wards and rushed right past
rule on whether their election 
,
I and aern
raights "should be dealth with ' Although there is a rule me'
was legal. But the Mississip-,lin accordance with laws gov-
-
pions had to take the oath of erning contested elections."
office separately from other The li o u s e Administration
members. Committee, headed by Omar
The Mississippi Freedom Burleson, D-Tex.. will consider
Democratic Party (MFDP) has the MFDP challenge.
challenged t h e -election on Ryan said that even though
grounds that Mississippi dis- his resolution was defeated, it
criminated against Negro vo- was an "historic" occasion.
ters. Three women members of ,,it was the first time in
the MFDP, waving affidavits years that as many as 148
which identified them as con- members of Congress have,
testants for seats in Congress. stood up and said they believe'
tried unsuccessfully to enter a state which deprives citizens
the House Chamber, of the right to vote should not:
They were turned away by have representation in t h e'
Chief Carl Schamp of the Cap- House of Representatives," he
Namath?" itol police an
d joined about 300 said.
other members of the MFDP The three Mississippi Negro
Coach Blanton Collier of,halding a "silent %lair' on the women who sought to enter the
Cleveland, head man for the Capitol grounds. chamber were Mrs. Virginia
East squad refused to get in-1 Before the voice vote to seat Grey, Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer
volved in the controversy, the Mississippi delegation was and M
rs. Annie Devine.
"Let's face it," said Collier, 
taken, a member of the Amen- The MFDP seeks to put them'
-
can Nazi party — in hlackface
said. "If a fellow who hasn't I'll say this for Namath.
"it's a player's market. And makeup — eluded scores of D• •
htehesh luits:sippi De 2 -
must be worth a million dol- when I was coaching there. Ile tio'
n'I'7' Becomeslit is a fine passer."
Namath's Pay Causes
(Million Request?
LOS ANGELES—(UPI)—Frank Ryan, quarter-
back of the National Le a g u e champion Cleveland
Browns, said that he should be paid a million dollars—
if a rookie quarterback gets $400,000 just for signing
a contract.
Ryan, here to play with the
east in the annual pro All-Star
game, said that on the basis
of the reputed ;400,000 Joe
Namath contract he is going to
have to ask for a raise.
"I guess I'll have to ask for
a raise of about $980,000," he
Then Democratic leader Carl in the scats held by Colmer,
Albert of Oklahoma offered a Whitten and Walker and to
guards and raced into the mecrat
even pulled on his cleats in•pro "He's a fine player. I tried House Chamber,
ball is '• $400,000, then to get him to come to Kentucky
ere were varying opinions Collier, asked if he thought
from the pro players on whether
the high pay for the college kids
was good for the game or bad.
"More power to Joe Namath,"
said Sonny Jurgensen, signal-
caller for the Washington Red-
skins. "However, the owners
are going to have to do some-
thing. This can't go on forever.
You know it gives a player an
odd feeling to go out there on
the field to play with or against
a player who has no pro ex-
perience and is getting $100,000
for one year. Meanwhile, a guy
has been in the league 10 years
and played well gets only may- into the service and came out
he $18,000. to sell it six years later for
"I wonder what the owners $1,400.
would think if Ryan walked in "Pro football players used to
and asked for a 8300,000 raise get $5.000 or $7,500 a season. from New Vie:* to keep their meant a "break-through" for
ear, season so that he could Now most of them get two or seats while other members southerners in the Senate. Long
the same pay bracket as three times that." rose to be sworn, told reporters;
le a
the opposing players would like
to flatten a $100,000 quarterback
more than one making $15,000,
had no opinion.
"I guess some would want to
flatten and some would just
treat him like another player,"
said Collier. "But it is probably
that maybe a common draft for
both leagues would be the thing.
That's not for me to say, how-
ever. It's up to the owners.
"This is an age of inflation.
I bought a car for $950 just at
the start of World War II, went
Uniformed police dragged
him out and took him to down-
town police headquarters. He
gave his name as Robert Lloyd Senate Whip
and said he was a follower of WASHINGTON — (UPI) --
George Lincoln Rockwe'.1, Nazi Sen Russel B. Long of Louisi-'
party member. aria, a Dixie liberal who voted'
Before the mass oath-taking against the 1964 civil rights bill,
ceremonies in the House, Rep. was elected Senate Democratic
William F. Ryan, D-N.Y., in- whip to succeed Vice-President
troduced a resolution to refuse Elect Hubert H. Humphrey:
seats to Mississippi Reps. Wil- The voto was 41 to 25.
liam M. Colmer, Jamie L. The 46-year-old Long defeat'
Whitten. Thomas G. Aherne- ed Sens. John 0. Pastore, R. I.,
thy, John Bell Williams and and A. S. Mike Monroney, Ok-
Prentiss Walker. All but Wal- la. Monroney was eliminated on
ken are Democrats, the first bqllot at a 21/2 hour
The House voted down Ryan's Democratic ca
ucus. Long then
resolution 276 to 148. ' defeated Pastore on 
the sec-
ond ba:lot.
-Mich..House speaker John McCor• Sen. Philip A. Dart, D 
got two votes for the post of
asked the Mississippians and a assistant Democratic leader.
separately challenged member Asked later if liis triumph
;ainst demonstrations on the
capitol grounds, police did not
interfere with the MFDP del-
egation which gathered quietly
in the Capitol basement and
marched outside through the
old House office building.
But Congressmen were shock
ed by the brief Nazi Party
breakthrough since unusual se-
curity precautions were in ef-
fect because of President John-
son's State-of-the-Uniot. mes-
as
NEW SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
PAY-ASJYOU-GO-PLAN 
Get in on this money-saving offer
Order now---pay later on regular monthly
payments plan
If you are not completely satisfied with the way
you are now receiving your Tri-State Defender
weekly, here is a ship by mail plan that will
assure you of your weekly delivery.
Get in on it today....
Try it 12 weeks for only  .$1.75
Kindly ship me by mail the Tri-State Defender
weekly to the address below.
To 
Address 
City  State 
NO MONEY NEED BE
ENCLOSED NOW
JUST MAIL TODAY
FOR ONLY S5.00 you can subscribe for the
Tri-State Defender for one year. And for only
$2.50 you can get the Defender for 6 months.
MAIL IN THIS OFFER TODAY
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Iiisplay
• . 
00""•••.,
4.•
MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.
—
Prices Drastically
Reduced
NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trade-la, Accepted
'64 Ford Hardtop
Still in warranty. Auto-
matic drive, V-8.
Notes 864.08 mo.
'63 Chevrolet
Hardtop. (3 to ch 0084
from)
As Low As $57,33 Mai.
'63 Volkswagen
Like new. Air conditioned.
Note, $52,51 mo.
64 Mercury
Factory Air Conditioned.
Notes $68.76 mo.
963 Ford H'top
Straight Drive
Notes $53,96 me.
162 Comet S-22
Air Conditioned
Notes $43.68 Mo.
'60 Chev. Impala
Hardtop. Sharp.
Notes $48.50 Mo.
'60 Falcon
Real Economy
Notes $22.12 Mo.
'63 Ford 4-Door
Fairlanes and Galaxies
As Low As 842.50 Mo.
'57 Chevrolet
Brd Air. Red k NVhltts
Notes $29.86 m°.
'57 Buick 4-Door
Not" $20.62 Mo.
'56 Ford Convert.
"es $10.31 14°'
'57 Ford
Fairiane "500" 4-door
Notes $23.20 mo.
'56 Ford
Straight drive. Nice
Notes $15,47 mo.
GMC Pickup
Gowl shape,
Notes $25.78 mo.
.Up to 36 mos. ea Above
ARV
FORD Quietest. meet elves*
ore budt New from! New body!
New interior' America's biggest new
)1inder
I I fl
—
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^err?
A. r.
HERFF FORD 2450 livennterPhone 453-1151
OPEN NITES "If you qualify
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Socxs , SEN.
Ho! HO! A 600o JOKE INAESTRO!
NOW PUT AWAY >We *Oa.
ANo GIVE1.8 SOMEkluSiC
THE BIG HOLIDAY
HOP'S TONIGHT!
I'VE GOTTA DIG UP
A GIRL!
THE BOYS HAD A
TREASURE HuNr.'
DID YOU HEAR ALL
THE LAUGHING
AND -•
SHOUTING
YOU SHouLDN'T woRRY
ABOUT HIM ,„ YOU HAVE
To EXPECT ACHES AND
PAINS AT HIS AGE!!
HE'S AN OLD MAN!
YOU is DISauSTIPAIINV
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THE CISCO KID
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.141.
ETTA KETT
I'M SUNK!
ETTA HAS A
DATE,T00
NO
DRAG-
Go STAG!
THE PARTY WAS
A BALL, MOMS!
WE PLAYED RECuRDS,
'Iv DANCED! 
 
HENRY
POPEYE
'-
WHAT'S
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ME 1'
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41 HORIZON
'I. By BILL LITT41111111/11111111MN
ARKANSAS SIGNS JONES .
The Arkansas State AM&N
Golden Lions of Pine Bluff got.
a head start on rivals as the
colleges are ou* in tull force
trying to lure top football pro- 1
spects to their it-articular'
schools. Arkansas Coach Van-
ette Johnson was in town the
past weekend to personally get
the signature of Carver's Bob
Jones to a grant-in-aid to par-
ticipate for the Lions in the Louis in Rebounds, despite the
Southwest Conference, presence of 6'-10" Gil Beckmeir
Jones quarterbacked Carver in the line-up. Cole had just
to a tie for second place with sparked the Billikens to a five
Lester and Manassas. The rub-point victory over Kentucky be-
1110 r arm senior was the Pre fore coming to town for theeeague's leading passer, heav- tourney. Walker, a junior from
mg the pigskin for eleven touch- Milwaukee, is a letterman but
downs. Jones teamed with end didn't see action until late in
Larry Stevenson to form the the , game when McCracken
most fearsome passing tandem pulled out his destructive crew
in the circuit. Both were mem- that consisted of Fat McGlock-
bers of the All-Memphis team. lin and Tom and Dick Vanars-
A leg injury in 1963 kept Jones dale, the latter are the fabulous
from completing what appeared twins who starred at Indian.
to be a sparkling season. Ap- apolis Manual four years ago.
parently not bothered by the Memphis State beat SMU in
layoff, the durable Jones handl- overtime in the opener and thus
ed the Carver offense on over,was assured of claiming some
95 percent of its plays and! of the laurels from its ovm
sometimes doubled on defenseJ tournament. In addition to the
Coach Johnson was pleased that Tigers runner-up finish J o h r.
Jones chose to play for the Lions Hillman was named the Clas-
and the Arkansas mentor hopes sic's first "Most Valuable
that he is as lucky with some Player." His 37 points against
other local grid talent that the SMU propelled the SMU into
Lions are interested in getting the title game against the un-
inked to letters of intent. defeated Hoosiers of the Big
JAGUARS' GRIDDERS Ten.
INDICTED SCHEDULING PROBLEM ,
From reports received, it now Coach Ilarold Hunter of Ten-
oppears that the assault charges nessee ASA was in loam over
filed against some Southern the holidays to look over the
University football players, participants in the LeMoyne In-
might have grown out of what vitational Tourney. The TSU
started out as a prank. The head basketball coach was ask'
Southern coed, whose mothered about the numerous AAU
proferred charges after learning teams that appear on the Big
her daughter had been molest- Blues schedule this season. Ac-
ed, claims her boyfriend was cording to the easy-going Hun-
locked in the bath room by his ter. Tennessee State finds it
teammates. !difficult scheduling the major
Former All-Memphis back' collegeson any reasonable
Rudy Myers was among the basis. "They want you to al-
players apprehended at nearby ways play them at home," -
Minden, Louisiana. The in& lamented the affable Hunter. : 
is I 
1 SU's Theron Lewis
apartment. Myers was a starter Illinois basketball coach this , aguars Be lliat Diaru Stars In Sugardent occurred in a campus I was talking to the Eastem'
,
ondary. Billy Doss a team- while relaxing at the Charles- 
Bowl Track 
MeetInvasion
mate at Manassas with Myers, ton, Illinois, country club. 
that
also was a starter at end for he wished to play 
Hunter's, 
•
SoNutEheWrn LTaberoTi 
 
n Holiday Tourney i ouRnLi vEeAr,NoSy, , s Of
Southern. The Southern team hoopsters. When queried about
l
didn't seemed rattled by the the possible contest with East-
 in the Sugar Bowl track meet Boston Celts,Lewis won the 400 meter dash'
scandal as Coach Bob Lee's ern, Hunter quickly pointed 
out, NEW ORLEANS, La. — beat in the upcoming league'
charges went out on Saturday "That guy just wants me to 
Southern University tucked race. 
here as part of the week long
afternoon of the same week and, come to Charleston." 
away the Dillard University In-, Coach Richard Mack is ap-
festivities, set a new record In
i urdered previously unbeaten Hunter hinted that it may 
be- vitational Basketball Tourna-ipreciative of the fact thatjiis 
the process, and was voted the
. DIANA COPS CLASSIC I to help all Negro or predom- 
the host Blue Devils 85-59 in the at 100 points per game but se t 
top athlete in the meet as Ne-
"groes participated for the firstorida A&M 45-23. !come necessary for the 
NAACP ment Championship by downing young team is steaming along
time in the history of the event.
For many years basketball inantly ones to get a fair shake 
championship finals at Xavier up a notice of caution.
DEFENDER
were convinced beyond a sha-
dow of doubt that Coach Ben
McCracken's Hoosiers were
superb ainbassadors of hard-
wood techniques.
As expected MSU and South-
ern Methodist were the only
teams that didn't use Negro
players. Rich Parks and Sam-
my Cole performed for the Bil-
likens and Max Walker saw ac-
tion for Indiana. Parks leads St.
in the Jaguars defensive sec- past summer, and he stated
SPARKLING SOPHOMORES — Carrying a big part of the
load for LeMoyne's Magicians this season are these five so-
phomores. Kneeling, left to right: James Sanridge, guard,
and Roosevelt Shelton, forward, both Mempldans. Standing
fans have heard that Indiana in dealing with the -inafir
 University Gymnasium. "We're going pretty good 
Lewis, who was a member of
left to right: Marion Brewer, forward of Memphis; Thomas
Harding, center of Indianapolis, and George Fed, forward
of Pontiac, Mit!h. Fed and Sandridge are starters.
Lakers Await
LOS ANGELES —(tjP I) —
The Los Angeles Lakers, more
securely entrenched atop the
Western Division standings, re-
turned home to await the ar-
rival of the Eastern Division
is the hotbed of the cage sport. schools. The latter may neve
r
Celtics who open a two-,rame
Stars like Oscar Robertson, who happen because of the many suit of the Dillard title for quite have a long wa
y to go and • . Pe 
runaway leaders, the Boston
'meters in 46.9 seconds as he • series here Thursday.
led Indianapolis Crispus At- things that have to be 
consider- some time, chasing after the there is no tougher league than fought off the last minute ef-I 
tucks to many championships ed in scheduling, most of 
which crown for nearly ten years bed the Southwest, We're going toA of Bill Calhoun of Okla-1 The Lakers increased their di--- rts 
and Walt Bellamy of the Bal- deals in economics. fore finally wrapping the crown fight all 
the way however." visional lead to 31,  games overhorns . . . also a Negro . .
timore Bullets, are a few ex- Then TSU is in the same boat
' up by outstepping the slow
-I Southern opens at home with ,the weekend by sweeping a pairto Wetter the record set in the.
amples of individual superiori- with many other small schools i walking Dillard team. !Grambling in a big conference Sugar Bowl meet nine years!!from their nearest rivals, the
ty. After the University of In- with good athletic teams 
who Southern was well on its way tilt January 9, ago by Jesse Mashburn of Ok-'St. Louis Hawks.
diana had ripped up high- find the larger colleges 
unwil -
ranked St. Louis and host Mom- ing to risk the aftermath of los-
phis State in the first Hem- ing to lesser-known institutions.
phis State Classic about 18,000 Being an all ebony quintet 
cer-
fans who attended the Mid-South tainly doesn't aid or abet the
Coliseum for the nights run cause in any way either.
Floyd To Retire At 30?
'It'll Be A Long Year'
MARLBORO, N.Y. — (UPI — On Floyd Pat-
ierson's 30th birthday, a friend reminded the 
former
`vo-time heavyweight champion that he once had
promised to retire from the ring when he reached 30.
Floyd chuckled and said: "I've got a whole year
for 30. And if I beat George! j
Chuvalo on Feb I, I'll 
probablyust as fast with hands and feet,
be 30 for a long, long time." 
as at a lighter weight, and he
Gunning for another shot at 
hits a lot harder."
the title, the ex-champ is train- Patterson admitte
d it was
the United States Olympic track
The Jaguars had been in pur-' right floss:. said Mack, "but w. e
following a 113-103 victory over lahoma University.
Florida A&M in the oneniny
•
•
round of the tourney. On the hvo-tenths of a second off the Bers their St. Louis victories. N
heels of Southern's win over the Magicians Will •112 win on Saturday night while a 8 A.M.-6 P.M. aold Washburn record which, ay or led Los Angeles to a 115- gy Rattlers, Dillard pulled off a , earned for Lewis the Meet's! •
major upset, coming from 23' "Top Athlete Award." IWest paced the Lakers to a 99., • 
Monday a
points behind to topple second F •
ly undefeated Grambling Col was off for Miami to join hte.Baylor dumped in 40 points, . SUMMER AVE CAR WASH
James Gordon Top
Scoring Magician
Big James Gordon. the 8-4
senior forward from Louisville,
Ky , is leading LeMoyne's Ma-
gicians in scoring. Ile has ha-
led 112 points in five outings for
an average of 22.4 per game.
Right behind him is George
Fed, 6-4 sophomore center from
Pontiac, Mich., with 95 points
in five starts for an 18.6
average.
Jimmy Charlton, 6-3 senior
forward from Syracuse, N.Y.,
has scored 58 points and boasts
an 11.6 average, and sophomore
James Sandridge, the former
Melrose High School flash, has
totaled 54 points for a 10.8
average. Both have appeared in
five contests.
The other regular starter,,
senior Paul Lowery, 6-1 guard'
from New Brighton, Pa., hasl
chalked up 46 points for average
of 9.2 per game.
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MORE STATISTICS
Freshman Sidney Weathers,
5-10 guard from Louisville, Ky.,
has appeared as a sub in five
Icontests and has run up a total
of 30 points for an average of
"I n 
per
t lie i: game.ld goal department,
Gordon has scored 42 out of 78
attempts, Charlton, 25 out of
35; Fed, 36 out of 73; Sandridge,
18 out of 55, Lowery, 18 out of
61, McKinley Jones, 3 out of 9;
Marion Brewer, four out of 11;
Tyronne Battle, 4 out of 13;
Roosevelt Shelton, 4 out of 6,
and Weathers 12 out of 21.
Gordon has made 28 out of
47 free throws, Charlton, 8 out
of 12; Fed, 21 out of 28; Sand-
ridge, 18 out of 24; Lowery, 10
out of 18, and Weathers 8 out
of 9.
Fed leads in rebounds with a
total of 102, followed by Gor-
don, 67, and Charlton, 29.
Golfing With Lil
By Mrs Cornell Wolfe
NEW DEVOTEE by your progress. I am happy
Let's start the new year by
spotlighting a new find in golf
at Memphis State university,'
the personable Miss Marian,
!Young, 20-year-old daughter ofl
Mr. and Mrs. James Young,
advanced junior anti transfer
student from Tuskegee.
Miss Young, who lives at 5800
Myers road, is now a familiar'
face on our golf courses. Many
afternoons she is seen at Au-
dubon playing a threesome with
other MSU students, and other
times she is with other students
on the green at Calloway.
1 To hear Miss Young discuss
'coif, you would think that she
had no other interest, but as
you continue to listen to her,
you find out differently.
An honor student at Tuskegee.
sh.: plays the flute and the
saxophone, and also tennis. Miss
Young is a pledgee to Delta
Sigma Theta sorority and youth
director at Hickory Hill Bap-
tist church where Rev. S. L.
Wicks is pastor.
FUTURE MEDIC
At Memphis State, she is a
member of the Biology and
Young Democrat clubs. She is
majoring in biology and chem-
istry. Her future thoughts are
on medical school and still try-
' ing to hit that little white ball.
Talking about her course in
golf, she says, "It is a three-
month course taught by a Miss
Antonelli. In it we are grouped
according to ability. After three
weeks one is given a skill test,
on long and straight drives,
chipping and form.
"Once you are grouped, you
compete with every meniber In
it. Your grades are determined
Ito report that I was In the first
group and have continued there.
Now that old man winter has
set in, I sin forever moaning
because I cannot get out on the
course and practice the things
that I have learned in class."
All golfers feel that failure to
play will result in the loss of
playing skill, but that Is not so.
Once a good game is fashion-
ed, it may stray, but a little
playing will see it come back.
Stay near the golf course,
Marian, and when the weather
man smiles again, you will find
many golfers around to chal-
lenge you and old man par too.
By FRANK WATSON
C rural Press Spnrts Writer
QUESTIONS
1—What tram does Johnny
Morris star for?
2—What team does 111.11cti
DMus star for
2—What teem does rat
Fischer star for?
H001111? ONE of the
steadiest 1 In..
men in the Na-
tional Football
League, this
former Indiana
player was head
coach at Boa.
ton. Fired, he
hit the heights
with Buffalo.
ANSWERS
.firino-1
11' •oeuputo--z
.0.8•0;ita—r
1 • (IfthyttS T10•7 :941/00H)
Distributed by Central Pren
1° CAR WASH $! Elgin Baylor and Jerry West
spiewmia•sammanwomms•mmai
'• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
•
It was this, feat of shaving were the big men for the Lek-, 1:
Immediately following the 92 victory Sunday afternoon.
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sot Open 8 A.M. to 6 P M.
• Sun. Open M. to 2 P M. thru
nationally ranked and oreviou— ace Benech sugar Bowl Meet victory. Lewis In the Saturday night game,• Friday •ct
lege by 88-86. Jaguar team for participation just three short of his high for •
Southern's record puffed up
to 8-2 with the victory over Dil- Thursday Night in the Orange Bowl Track Meet, the season, and sank four free la
ing here for his make-or-break cold ere a 
Marlboro, where Coaches were in New Orleans
12-rounder with Chuvalo, cham- the late 
Tony Canzoneri—for-,taking busman's holidays with
pion of Canada, at Madison Iner world featherweight 
and their charts and pads however.
Square Garden in New York. lightweight champion
 —often Immediately following South-
He already has sparred 30 trained, but Floyd added: "it's em's 
victory rush to the title
rounds but, in observance of his not nearly as cold 
here as in the coaches were announcing
birthday, he limited his sched. Sweden where I fought twice 
that a revolution was underway
In the SWAC.
Dr Harrison Wilson, head
coach at Jackson State College,
defending co-champions of the
conference, along with Wiley
ule to a two-mile run al re; a
snowy trail in the nea.my atoud-
!ands.
His sparmates aro younger
brother Ray Patterson and shot-
gun Joe Shelton
Here at the currently deserted
San-Catri Lodge, a popula7 au /l-
er resort, trainer Dais Florio
d Floyd weighs about 197,
e same as for his latest fight
against Charlie Owen at San
FLOYD PATTER.SON
&tan, P.R., on Dec. 12.
Wir "That's the heaviest fighting
weight of Floyd's career," said
Florio. "But we find that he's
last year and where I hope to
fight again—if I whip Chuvalo."
Patterson is one of Sweden's
greatest boosters. "I like the
Swedish people and the country
head coach Paul Collins advanc- The Magicians have nil
very much," he said. "They've
ed the theory that Southern's games to play on fhebeen wonderful to me."
ioai
The double ex-champion was.team was suddenly the team to January 
and February.
born at Waco, N. C., on Jan. 4, --
1935. He was the youngest man
to win the heavy crown when,
at 21, he knocked out Archie
Moore (5) for the vacant crown
In 1956. He became the first ,
man to 'recapture the heavy di-
adem when he knocked out
Sweden's Ingemar Johansson
(5) in their second f‘ght in 1960.
Against Chuvalo on Feb. 1, he
will be seeking his 40th victory
and 30th kayo in 44 fights. Chu-
valo has a 29-8-2 record that in-
cludes 22 knockouts. The Cana-
dian never was stopped nor
floored.
Lewis, a native of New Or- throws in the final minutes to
lard in the tournament finals as leans and a junior at Southern, bring the Lakers the win.
the Jaguars avenged an earlier LeMoyne's battling cagers go eased off in the last 30 yards Sunday West scored 34 points,
tourney . to the Dillard team
by an 85-81 margin. , five from 
Columbia, S. C. this, barely.
i a "twinge in his thigh." He the fourth period that gave the
of the 400 meters when he felt including k go-ahead basket in
held off the terrific clos- Ulcers an 82-80 lead and they
loss ,. . . a week before the agrinst the Benedict College
Thursday night at 8 o'clock on mg rush of Calhoun as he cross- were never headed thereafter.
The only other loss suffered
by the Southern team was at the Bruce Hall boards in i
i ,lesdepatrhaetinIgineh e   withand only e inches
the hands of Grambling College SIAC contest.
, horns sprinter.
in the Grambling Tournament
in mid-December. I 
On next Monday night in Mel The Southern University star
Several Southwest Conference Bruce 
gym, the LeMoynites won over Calhoun who finished
meet Dillard of New Orleans, second. Ted Nelson of Texas
followed by contests on Jan. 15 A&M finished third and Gary
LOS ANGEI.ES — (UPI) —
Taxicab driver Ghetto Spierer,
41, Culver City, Calif., was beat-
en in his taxi by a young man
who fled with $40
Spierer later discovered a
wallet in his cab with a driv-
er's license containing a picture
of Rufus Marlon Durr 22.
He was booked on suspicion of
robbery.
I
against Miles of Birmingham
and Alabama A&M on Jan. 3.1.
The locals will play three
home games in February, going
against Philander Smith of Lit-
tle Rock on Feb. 3 and Allen of
Columbia, S. C. on Feb. 8 and
closing the season Feb. 16
against Bethune-Cookman of
Daytona Beach. Fla.
18TH ANNUAL TOP PERFORMERS AWARDS ISSUE!
SPORT
MAGAZINE
*READ*
FRED HUTCHINSON, Man of the Yew
I STILL CAN WIN by Warren Spell
BEHIND THE BERRA FIRING
(PAY MOORE'S AMAZING COMEBACK
THE YEARS TOP PERFORMERS IN SPORTS
Beginning in February SPORT, enjoy the
new "Sport Bonus Report" with 7 big
features...all in 3 bigger, better, action-
wiled SPORT Magazine. Get more in-clopth
profiles, exclusive interviews, thrilling
color photographs, behind-thescene
coverage of college and pro sports!
February SPORT 19" YEAR AS FIRST MAGAZINEFOR SPORTS...NOW ON SALE!
Carr of Southern Illinois finish-
ed fourth. Also participating in;
the meet was Grambling's
Richard Stebbins who won the
meter dash in 10.5 seconds.
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
STATION WAGON SALE
1963 DODGE  $2695
Custom 880, 9 Pass., Dual Air Cond. L
Full Power. Still in Warranty
1963 PONTIAC $2695
Safari Station Wagon 9 Pass., Air Cond.
Full -Power, One Owner, Low Mileage
1961 CHEV.  $895
Station Wagon 6 Cyl. Std. Transm., R.N.
1957 PLYMOUTH $495
Station Wagon, Std. Transm. R.N.
1958 TRIUMPH  $495.
Station Wagon, R.H., Economy Plus
1170 Union Ave. 276-4418
U
• •
3100 Summer Baltic
Plerasa•••■■••••••••■••••
•aamesaue
A-1 USED CARS
FROM
HULL DOBBS
1962
1963
1958
1960
1955
1959
1963
1960
1964
1957
MERCURY 2 Dr., HI., R.H.
Autorn., P.S.B. 
FALCON 4 Dr., V-8, R.H., Air
Cond. Still in Warranty 
FORD 4 Dr., Station Wagon
V-8, R.H., Autorn P S 
FORD R.H.
Aaron 
OLDS. 4 Dr., Autorn,
Power Steering 
FORD Canon.
R.H., Autorn 
FORD Fairlone 500 Wagon
R.N., Autom , V-8 
FORD 4 Dr. Wagon
Fully Equipped 
FORD Conv't, R.H., Autom.,
P.S., Solid Red, Black Top 
FORD V-8, Retractable
R.H., Autom •
$1495
$1495$495
s695
$495
$695
$1/95
$895
$2495
$495
Financing Na Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8811
OPEN NITES
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GRACEFUL MEMBERS OF THE CLUB make an impres-
sive picture as they take time out from their outstanding
Christmas Formal, held at the Flamingo Room, to pose in
their beautiful white ball gowns. They were hostesses to
several hundred guests who traditionally look forward to
this annual Yuletide affair. Left to right: Mesdames Mar-
garet Thompson, Carlee Bodye, Bennie Fay Gardner, Annie
Jean Steinberg, Minnie Anderson, Sallye Thomas, Elizabeth
K. Romby, Charlene Yarbrough, and Margaret Sanders.
Members not shown are Mrs. Cloteal Toles and Mrs. Juanita
Lewis. (Hook Bros. Photo)
Priests Gain Notoriety
For Equal Rights Stand
LOS ANGELES - (UPI) - Two Roman Catho-
lic priests of Southern California have gained notori-
ety during the past year for verbal attacks on their
superior - James Francis
bishop of Los Angeles.
The Rev. William H. Dubay
29, and the Rev. John V. Cot-j
field, 50, accused Cardinal McJI
Intyre of failure to exercise
leadership in civil rights -
ly to the charges but made it
known through aides he backed
equal rights for Negroes. How-
ever he felt some of the move-
ments in their behalf were in
the political rather than the re-
ligious field
The public dispute between
the priests and the Cardinal
came to a climax on California
State Proposition 14 - an
initiative which was approved
by the voters in the Nov. 3 elec.
tion.
Proposition 14 outlawed stand-
ing legislation of an anti-dis-
criminatory nature in selling
and renting housing. The initia-
tive left to the individual prop-
erty owner the choice of selling
or renting to anyone - regard-
less of race, creed or color. !
Young Father Dubay, a priest
for only four years, made head-
lines last June 10 when he re-
leased to the press a letter he
wrote to Pope Paul VI demand.
ing the removal of Cardinal Mc
Intyre on grounds of "gross
malfeasance.'
Dubay was relieved of his
duties at St. Albert The Great
Church in suburban Compton
where the congregation was
111111 about 80 per cent Negro. He
entered a retreat house and a
few weks later made an apology
to Cardinal McIntyre. 1
Father Coffield, on the other'
hand, has been highly vocal.
He was granted a leave of ab-
sence from the Southern Cali-
fornia Archdiocese and before
he left on Dec. 28 he held a
press conference to express his
Among the estimated 500,000 persons who crowded O'llare dissatisfaction 
wit' i
h
vi 
the 
l rights.
car-
Airport was Kiriaki Tsopei of Greece, the 1165 Miss Uni- dinal s policy on c
verse. Seeing Chicago for the first time, Miss Tsopei was '
to be featured in a State Street fashion show. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Cardinal McIntyre, Arch-
specifically in the field of equal
rights for Negroes.
The Cardinal, a prelate of the
old school never replied direct. 
WELCOMEMISS UNIVERSE
Teacher Files
Registration
Suit In N.C.
Special To The Defender
NEW BERN, N.C. - A law-
suit of vital Interest to 100,000
Negro teachers in the South
will be heard in C. S. District
Court here January 11. It could
mean security against firing
for civil-rights activity.
The suit was filed by Mrs.!
Willa C. Johnson, 36-year old
English Teacher at Enfield, N.
C. She was fired last June af-
ter she and her husband be-
came active in successful ef-
forts to register Negroes 10
vote in Halifax County.
She is supported in the court
action by the Halifax Voters
Movement and the Southern
Conference Educational Fund
(SCEF), New Orleans. a civil-
rights groups which has help-
ed spark voter work in Halifax
County.
-This lawsuit wit'. be taken
as far as necessary to secure
a full measure or justice," said
John R. Salter. Jr.. field or-
ganizer for SCEF. "It will be
pushed with the greatest inten-
sity."
Mrs. Johnson has asked the,
court to order her .put back to
work: enjoin the county school.
beard and other officials from
similar firings in the future,
and grant her 6230,000 damages.
If she wins. Negro teachers
all over the South would be
protected aga:nst arbitrary fir-
ing for taking part in civil-
rights activity. Most Southern
states have no "fair dismissal"
laws; in fact, some states
I threw them out after the 1954
U. S. Supreme Court decision
in the School Segregation Cases
Sports Briefs
New Yo,ic Knickerbocker
rookie. flowiejOinives, starred
at Bowling Green and led the
nation in scoring his senior
year with a 36.7 average while
Pipping in a record string of
311 foul shots during his last
five games
AFTER XMAS
SPECIALS
Better Values At Lower Prices
KLONDYKE
FURNITURE CO
1284 JACKSON AVE. 275-8451
M Waters. Owner
MRS. V NAL
TSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell.
on apartment you want to rent,
Or a ear for sale' Do you need
a job'
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you want.
to sell, the Tri-State Defender'
elm hell) you convert the raer-1
ehandise into cold, green cash.
For a special time, the ,Tri
State Defenner is offering a
service to persona who went to
sell goods or serviesis through
want ads.
The minimum price is 50
cents for two lines "a week
Take advantage of the ISO's
reduced rates by alhng Mrs.
Velma Hal it 526 8:397 or 121-
108
"This is the strongest protest
I know to take against the pass-
age of proposition 14 by Cali-
fornia voters on Nov. 3 and the
strongest protest I also know to
make against the continual re•
primands and orders by the
cardinal to maintain silence on
the issue before, during and
after the election."
He called Proposition 14 "A
tragic betrayal of American
idealism," and added, "I am
not a minority of one. Many
priests here . . . roughly 50 to
100 . . feel deeply about this
social issue and wish they could
speak out."
Before the election the Car-
dinal stated that Proposition 14
is political in nature; therefore
he is for hands-off policy on
the issue. Both Fathers Dubay
and Coffield, however, defend-
ed the i5sue as moral nature,
therefore the church should
take a strong public stand.
Father Coffield said in a re-
ply to the criticism of dis-
obedience to Cardinal McIntyre,
"The clear law or obedience is
we are not to obey when we
are certain that to do so would
be to sin, whether the command
be given by Mother or Father,
Priest, Bishop or Cardinal. We
can sin by silence as well as by
action."
His parishioners honored him
at a farewell party His former
parish, Ascension Church, has
about 1,500 families - and equal
mixture of Negroes. caucasians
and persons of Mexican de-
scent.
A parishioner, Arthur Cuevas,
said, "Father Coffield did a
wonderful job here in bringing
gether."
Race Issue Flares
In London Election
LONDON - (U P I) - Colin
Jordan, self-styled "!.'Lehrer" of
Britai n's National Socialist
Movement, shouthe'rereet- slo-
gans at a news conference held
by Foreign Secretary Patrick
Gordon Walker.
"The National Socialist Move-
ment denounces you as a racial
traitor," Jordan yelled at Gor-
don Walker. "If you want a Ne-
gro for a neighbor, vote for Pa-
trick Gordon Walker."
The foreign secretary, his
face white with fury, jumped
Holdup
AUSTIN, Tex. - (UPI) - A
60-year-old man entered a drug
store and, demanded: "Gimme a
sack, open your register and,
put your money in the sack.'
"No," replied the clerk, Mrs.
Billy Madding.
The would-be holdup man
growled at another clerk. An-
other "no."
He was pounding the cash
register in frustration and re-
peating "this is a holdup, this
is a holslup," when police ar-
arrived.
So, What's New?
' Tangy party dip can be made
in minutes in an electric
blender. Place 1 large cut up
dill or sour pickle and Vs lemon,
cut up, in blender container.
Blend for 60 seconds. Add 1
(3 ounce) package of cream
cheese and 1 (21/4 ounce) can
of deviled ham. Blend 10 sec-
onds. Add 2 cups of canned ap-
ple sauce and a dash of liquid
red pepper sauce. Blend a few
seconds more, or until dip is.
very smooth. Chill before serv-
ing with crackers or potato
chips. Makes about 3 cups.
HOUSE FOR MALE
Duplex at 1378 S. Lauderdale. Call
for appointmeant 948-4079 or
275-0909
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Applos.
Cash Yof Mo,
Get- Payments
$ 500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 $ 23.70
$1,500.00 
 34.50
$2,000.00 5 45.50
$2,500.00....  S 56.20
$5,000.00 S110.82
Be Wise' Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
ni/er133
LAUNDAT
PHONE 452-9316
CARL'S
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH
MONDAY THRIJ FRIDAY $100
2544 SUMMER AVE. MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
O.K. USED CARS
OVER 200 IN STOCK
1964 CHEVELLE
8 Cyl., PG., R.N., One Owner
$1195
1962 FORD $1295
Fairlane 4 Or., Autom., R.H.
1962 CHEV. $1495
Monza, 2 Or., R.H 16,000 Miles •
1962 CHEV. $1395
Impala 4 Or., 6 Cyl R.N., F.G.
1963 CHEV.jl..
1953 FoR4Yr
1961 CHEV.
Pass. Wagon, 6 Cyl., R.N., P.G.
S tr a.
$1695
Drive, "Economy" Yes
$395
$1095
Good Second Car
NO MONEY DOWN
IF YOU QUALIFY
EASY TERMS
HOEHN CHEV.
323-5694
2111111 SUMMON AVENUE
to his feet and advanced to-
ward Jordan,
"Don't put your hands on
me," Jordan shouted. Labor
Party officials quickly sur-
rounded the burly admirer of
Hitler and pushed him to the
door.
The, incident took place at
Leyton, an East London consti-
tuency where Gordon Walker
IIIIIIINHIllellininiiiinntillthInnlliint1111110ifillnni First Baptist and his reins nuTrenton News was laid to rest at Tremble,Mr. Authaniel Warren is in the
toullet111111111111111111111111111110111M10111101111111111
George Henry Wade, in the
military service at Boston,
[Mass., is visiting his grand-
parents and family here . . .
Mrs. Nannie Matsh and Mr.
Cecil Shakleford will leave ler
Overseas when he return to his
station in Boston . . . Mr.
Thomas Bryant of St. Louis was
here visiting his family Mr. and
Mrs. James Bryant. Also Miss
Lynn Bryant of Chicago, Pi
. . . Mrs. Pauline Ross of Metro-
polis, Ill. was home to visit her
l)
ly
r Mrs. Lela Landis andis fighting a by-election Jan. 21.
1f
mMi
eGordon Walker lost his seat am
In Parliament to a Conservative Miss Arva Zena
In the Oct. 15 general election James E. Marsh Jr., Mrs.
after the slogan, you want Evelyn Marsh Clark and Miss So What'sZena Williamson are returning -,  New?a nigger neighbor, vote labor
was circulated around his con. to ASA State after spending the
hstituency in Smethwick, a rec.- oliday with their families and
friends . . Several families
ham. Jordan has since claimed
hilly mixed suburb of Birming-
were left without homes last
Sunday when a fire broke old
at an apartment on West End.
Martin Tabernacle CME Mis-
sionary Society visited the sick
and shut-ins and made dona-
tions and rendered songs and
prayers . . . The First Baptist
also made visits . . Mrs. Rose
Sellers is visiting friends and
relatives in Detroit, Mich. . . .
Mrs. Ammie Agnew and Mrs.
Bessie Garrett are confined to
their homes after local acci-
dents . . . Failing health f o r
several years brought about the
passing of Mr. Neal Pierce in
his home. Services was held at
Veteran Hospital at Memphis at
Tenn. He was World War vet-
eran. The Acie Moore Post will
render the Military Service .. .
this time . . . Dr. 0. W. Bous.40
and wife has returned f,•
Washington, D. C. where he ha
a visit wit's his motne: ane
filo' y ... Mr. and Mr.: James
Joni : on and Mrs. Delia Gordon
visit', Mr. an I Mrs. Hans Gor-
don sod Mr and Mrs. Johnson
et Dyersburg . . Miss 'ra Lee
W..rti visited mar, ii..tais in
11 ,i. boldt, Ten,
"credit" for the slogans.
Despite the defeat, Prime
Minister Harold Wilson named
Gordon Walker his foregin sec-
retary and persuaded Reginald
Sorensen Leyton's elected M. P.,
to accept a peerage, leaving a
vacancy in the safe labor seat.
Gordon Walker was named to
run for that vacancy.
Jordan and the far-right-wing
union movement both said they
would put up candidates to op-
pose Gordon Walker. Both said
they would campaign on a rac-
ialist platform.
Bite-sized :..hbened butter-
scotch squares are made from
a mix, except for the nseltaway
topping. Prepare and bake 1 box
of chocolate chip butterscotdt
brownie mix as label direct/IP
but reserve enclosed packet of
chocolate chips for glaze. Frost
the cooled cake with a topping
made by blending Vs cup of
butter with i tablespoon or milk
or cream, 2 cups of sifted con-
fectioners' sugar end 1 teas-
poon of vanilla. Chill. Drizzle
with sauce made by melting
chocolate chips wills 1 table-
spoon of butter. When set, cut
into 1-inch squares. Makes 64
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender deliverg4
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  
Address. 
Phone number
pail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly 
Classified
IN MEMORY OF MY MOTHER
?BETTY COTTON, ON THIS
DECEMBER 16, 1964, MOTHER
OF MARY MORRIS.
Apts. For Rent
 -wet
TWO FURN. ROOMS, $6 & $7 WE.
Sinkle man or working woman. Use
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo.. cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. Hi SCSI. No. 4 or 8 (Walker)
Bus Line. 547 JA 8-0178.
TWO (URN, ROOMS. $13 & $7 WE.
Slokle man or v.:eking woman. Use
of utIll1le• & relephone. Can arrange
to a paean 00 welfare or retied by
coo., chenper. Between Ciump find. &
BIM T. HT SCSI. No. 4 or ir (Walker,
Bug Line, 547 Otii.ro. IA 6-0504.
Help Wanted
.7 Am waiting M&M agcy. 210 Port
MAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 wk. Tickets sent
Ave WeethUrY. N.Y.
WANTED
Two teacher., Meteor Female) Por
educational work in spare time, Will
not Interfere with preeent activities.
Reply to: Teachers, Boa 311
Tri-State Defender
Name 
Address 
Telephone No  
School. now wotkIng
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 2$ per cent ar.d 30
per cent contract cnmmission
or. the dollar.
THE TR1•STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tam.
FSIMALE HELP %CASTRO
Attractive, Intelligent. alert: rePrewm-
ta Nye for Chicago agency. 17 No.
State St., Suite tazo. Chicago 2. lit
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype nnerators, proof-
readers and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. 0-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 00616,
Illinois.
Houses For Sale Furn. For Sale
EXPER. BABY sirrER
NEEDS WORK
Neat In appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of g
A.M to5 P.M. Mrs. .sidle Askew
94A-3649
Dm MAIDS Na.9.1101111 181114
Hishest salaries. No welting to start
work. No experience mooted. Nicola
horned's. noloy own room with TV.
Fare advanced. Free gift on arrival.
Moot your Monde here. Send name and
Phone number of rotenone Immediately.
.481.16 MAIDS 441PiNcS
lee N. Maln Street
Freeport. N Y
MA/1/11, OlJAR. 0001) NEW YORK
t.IVE-D4 MKS. 538-55 PER WE.
AttIC A UVANCICit
MARNI.D 4411141111MItNT AliENCY
DUX 111
LaNSItOolt. N. V.
IIPAWE T1MK EARNINGS SEWING
OR TY PINU. WRITE TO BUX 1941.
WANtruN SALEM. NC.ENOIARIK
STAMPS/1 1141..r-ADURLISSULD EN-
VELOPE tin 10c COIN run REPLY
OWN YOUR OWN DOME IN BEAU-
Oral Lakewood Garden. No tnoney
down. Low rates. Coll Moliundro Pen-
ny Realty Company, 357-1143, 3b5'
1143 or 357-2775.
ONLY $300 DOWN
1704 NORFOLK
NW* three bedroom house with
eanlient large int. 51116278. Sir,,
E. 1.. Feel, 2784090,
 6. 11.040O% IN CO.
REALTORS
327-5836
Poplar
MR. G.I.
This Is your last chance to buy
• cell,p duplex Cacti *Ille has
separate entrance and bath. Nlowth.
Iv notes 469, I ociodes principal.
Interest, taxes and Insurance. Yee
Can rent one side for $55 per
month.
NO DOWN PAYMENT
OR CI,OSING COST TO G.I.
1545.1547 Mableteottd, near /fully-
wood and Cheat... Mrs. W. N.
Jenson. 452-8280.
JOHN It. iisnmresIS CO.,
R EA LTillta
327-56:46 .
Poplar emu,'
2 Alooth old living Room suite for
sale: Hellas i'rovinrl.l. Oa& as-
range terms. Also 21 in. TV. Call
K. antra
946 9551. 1390 McMillian.
1883 NETHER114HOo
100 PER CENT G. I.
NOTES 111102.041
Absolutely more for the Money in
this lovely Mink TO-Plax home
with hardwood fig. 221) wiring,
Large hamerrient over 1500 sq. feet,
Carport and garage.
Upstairs Apts.
Private ant. One of the lovely
homes In Glenview, already ap-
praised at $13,54/0.
141,51 E PIAR INCOME
CALL TO KKK
TRADE
CM Currie & Ile. Realtors. 1038
N. Holloway. Mak Relight..
Call to see office number home-
685-8938. Office 327-4188.
$t. G.1. MOVE IN
NOTE: $64
1732 PRES I ON
Two Larger Rini room.
• W-W Carpet In L IT & Hall.
• Modern Kitchen.
• Tn. Rath
• Storm Doorx.
• Window (Wards.
• rioer-a Attic.
• Metal Awning.
a • liartinge Storage.
• Fenced Yard.
Excellent lot. Shoo n by appoint-
ment. Mr. Wm. ktrett, 4158-3509.
JOHN B. 0001/14 IN CO.
RYALTIIIRS
327.0636
Poplar Plata
For Sale Misc.
FOR 851,E. Jeep. 564,50. boat. $6.15.
typew inns $4.15, .10 plena. 572.25).
•utne, farm tractor., and many others
too nuMeious to mention. Ohne from
U.S. Government. ifor oomplete dtlect-
ory where to buy In your state. sone
51.00, or 51.75 for national directory
to BON eta g Surplus. P.O. Boa 223.
Memphla Tenn-. 38101.
FOR SALE. Jeeps $64.50. boats 36.18.
..ypewriters 44.15, airplanes $72.24).
autos. farm tractors, and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete direct-
ory where to buy In your state, tend
$1.00. or 51,75 for national directory
to Ble kerns Surplus. P.O. Ron 223.
blemphie. Tenn.. 38101.
Special Services
Lee Family Day Care
942-45:3
tiltttiON VAN 51:1151rE
Move. ti price. 398-4237 or 307-2610.
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
Buy Bonds
NATHAN'SLOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 A 178 DEAL STREET JA 6-5300
"4.
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162164166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL,
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL/ JA 6-14.50
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